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Abstract

We prove global existence and a modified scattering property for the solutions
of the 2D gravity water waves system in the infinite depth setting for a class of
initial data, which is only required to be small above the level PH1=5� PH1=5C1=2.
No assumption is made below this level. Therefore, the nonlinear solution can
have infinite energy. As a direct consequence, the momentum condition assumed
on the physical velocity in all previous small energy results by Ionescu-Pusateri,
Alazard-Delort, and Ifrim-Tataru is removed. © 2017 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

1 Introduction
1.1 The Gravity Water Waves System

We consider an incompressible irrotational inviscid fluid with density 1 that
occupies a time-dependent domain �.t/ with the free interface �.t/ and with-
out a bottom. Above �.t/, there is a vacuum. Assume that the interface �.t/
of the domain �.t/ is given as �.t/ D @�.t/ D f.x; h.t; x// W x 2 Rg; then
�.t/ D f.x; y/ W y � h.t; x/; x 2 Rg.

Let v and p denote the velocity and the pressure of the fluid, respectively. As
the evolution of the fluid is described by the Euler equations with a free boundary,
then v and p satisfy the following system of equations:

(1.1)

8̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂:
@tv.t; X/C v.t; X/ � rv.t; X/ D �rp.t; X/ � g.0; 1/; X 2 �.t/;

r � v.t; X/ D 0; r � v.t; X/ D 0; X 2 �.t/;

@t C v � r is tangent to
S
t �.t/; p.t; x/ D 0; x 2 �.t/;

v.0;X/ D v0.X/; X 2 �.0/;

where g is the gravitational constant, which is assumed to be 1 throughout this
paper, and v0.X/ is the initial physical velocity field.

As the fluid is irrotational, we assume that the velocity field is given by the
gradient of a potential function �. Let  .t; x/ WD �.t; x; h.t; x// be the restriction
of potential � to the boundary �.t/. From the incompressible condition, we have
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the following Laplace equation with a Dirichlet-type boundary condition at the
interface �.t/,

(1.2) v.t; X/ D r�.t; X/; ��.t; X/ D 0;X 2 �.t/; �.t; X/
ˇ̌
�.t/
D  .t; x/:

Therefore, it is sufficient to study the evolution of the system at the interface �.t/,
i.e., the evolution of the height h.t; x/ and the restricted velocity potential  .t; x/
at the interface.

Following Zakharov [37] and Craig-Sulem-Sulem [11], we can derive the sys-
tem of equations satisfied by .h;  / W Rt �Rx ! R as follows:

(1.3)

8<:@th D G.h/ @t D �h �
1
2
j@x j

2 C
.G.h/ C @xh@x /

2

2.1C j@xhj2/
;

where G.h/ D
p
1C j@xhj2N .h/ and N .h/ is the Dirichlet-Neumann op-

erator associated with the domain �.t/. The system (1.3) is generally referred to
as the gravity water waves system. It has the conserved Hamiltonian as follows:

(1.4) H.h;  / WD
Z

R

1

2
 G.h/ C

1

2
jhj2 dx �

1

2

�
khk2

L2
C kjrj

1
2 k2

L2

�
:

1.2 Previous Results
There is an extensive literature on the water waves problems. Without trying

to be exhaustive, we only list some representative references on the Cauchy prob-
lem. For blowup behavior and splash singularity, please refer to [7] and references
therein for more details.

We mention that the motion of the boundary is subject to the Taylor instabil-
ity when the surface tension effect is neglected. As proved by Wu [32, 33], she
showed that, as long as the interface is non-self-intersecting, the Taylor sign con-
dition �@p=@n � c0 > 0 always holds for the n-dimensional infinite-depth gravity
water waves system, where n � 2 (n D 2; 3 for physical relevance). Hence the
Taylor instability is not an issue.

On the local theory side of the water waves system, we have the work of Nal-
imov [28] and the work of Yosihara [36] for the small initial data, the works of
Wu [32, 33] for the general initial data in Sobolev spaces, and subsequent works
by Christodoulou-Lindblad [8], Lannes [25], Lindblad [26], Coutand-Shkoller [9],
Shatah-Zeng [30], and Alazard-Burq-Zuily [2]. Local well-posedness also holds
when the surface tension effect is considered. Please refer to the works by Beyer-
Gunther [6], Ambrose-Masmoudi [5], Coutand-Shkoller [9], Shatah-Zeng [30],
and Alazard-Burq-Zuily [1] for more details.

On the long-time behavior side, we start with the breakthrough work of Wu
[34], where she proved almost global existence for the 2D gravity water waves
system for small initial data; then Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah [14] and Wu [35]
proved global existence for the 3D gravity water waves system for small initial data.
When the surface tension effect is considered but the gravity effect is neglected (the
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so-called capillary waves system), Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah [15] proved global
existence of the 3D capillary waves system for small initial data.

Due to the slower decay rate in 2D, it is considerably more difficult to prove
global existence than the 3D case. Until very recently, we had several results.
Global existence of the 2D gravity water waves for small initial data was first
proved by Ionescu-Pusateri [21], and a similar result was proved independently
by Alazard-Delort [3] in Eulerian coordinates. More recently Hunter-Ifrim-Tataru
[16] used holomorphic coordinates to give a different proof of the almost global ex-
istence result; then Ifrim-Tataru [19] extended it to global existence in holomorphic
coordinates. Ionescu-Pusateri [24] proved the global existence of the 2D capillary
waves system for small initial data without the momentum condition on the as-
sociated profile in the Eulerian coordinates. Ifrim-Tataru [17] proved the global
existence of the same system for small initial data with the momentum condition
on the associated profile in holomorphic coordinates.

1.3 Momentum Condition
We mentioned that all initial data are assumed to be small at the level of L2 �
PH 1=2 in all previous results [3, 19, 21]. That is to say, kjrj1=2 kL2 is not only

finite but also small. Intuitively speaking, the following holds for the physical
velocity:

(1.5) kjrj
1
2 k2

L2
� kjrj

�1=2vk2
L2
D

Z
R

1

j�j
jyv.�/j2 d� <1:

Hence, the finiteness of kjrj1=2 k2
L2

implies that the physical velocity is neutral
(i.e., yv.0/ D

R
v.x/dx D 0) and behaves very nicely at the very low frequency.

However, this assumption does not generally hold, even for a Schwartz function.
So a natural question is what if the physical velocity is not neutral. Do we still

have a global solution for the gravity water waves system (1.3)? The main goal
of this paper is to show that we do have global solutions, which can have infinite
energy. The L2 norm of jrj1=2 is not necessary to be finite. Hence, the physical
velocity at the interface is not necessary to be neutral.

1.4 Main Result
Before stating our main theorem, we define the main function spaces that we

will use very often. We use kC to denote maxfk; 0g and k� to denote minf0; kg
throughout this paper. We define function spaces as follows:

(1.6)
kf kHN;p WD

hX
k2Z

.2Nk C 2pk/2kPkf k
2
L2

i 1
2

� k.j@xj
p
C j@xj

N /f kL2 ; 0 � p � N;
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(1.7)

kf kW ;b WD

X
k2Z

�
2kC C 2bk�

�
kPkf kL1 ;

kf kW  WD

X
k2Z

.2N2k C 1/kPkf kL1 ;

(1.8) kf kfW  WD kP�0f kL1 C
X
k�0

2kkPkf kL1 ;  � 0:

Our main result is stated as follows:

THEOREM 1.1. Let N0 D 8, N1 D 1, N2 D 61
20

, p D 1
5

, and p0 2 .0; 10�10�. As-
sume that .h0;  0/ 2 HN0C1=2;p�.HN0C1=2;1=2Cp\L1/ satisfies the following
smallness condition:

(1.9) kh0kHN0C1=2;p C k 0kHN0C1=2;1=2Cp

C kx@xh0kHN1C1=2;p C kx@x 0kHN1C1=2;1=2Cp � �0;

where �0 is a sufficiently small constant. Then there exists a unique global solu-
tion .h;  / of the system (1.3) with initial data .h0;  0/. Moreover, the following
estimates hold:

sup
t2Œ0;1/

.1C t /�p0
�
khkHN0;p C k kHN0;1=2Cp

C kShkHN1;p C kS kHN1;1=2Cp

�
. �0;

(1.10)

(1.11) sup
t2Œ0;1/

.1C t /
1
2 k.h; jrj

1
2 /kWN2 . �0;

where S WD t@t C 2x@x is the scaling vector field associated with the system (1.3).
Furthermore, the solution possesses the modified scattering property as t !C1.

Remark 1.2. Note that p D 1
5

in the above theorem is not optimal; we can improve
it after being more careful with the argument used here. However, given the meth-
ods used in this paper, p should be strictly less than 1

4
. See Remark 4.3 for more

details.

Remark 1.3. Note that the function space L1 is used because the HN;p-norm
does not define a natural space of distribution when p > 1

2
. We remark that the

assumption  2 L1 does not imply the neutrality of the physical velocity. For a
nonneutral Schwartz physical velocity v, the restricted velocity potential behaves
like the antiderivative of v, which belongs to L1:

Remark 1.4. The property of the modified scattering in the infinite energy setting
is the same as the small energy setting in [21, 23]. We first describe the modified
scattering property and then give a comment.

Define f .t/ WD h.t/C i jrj1=2 .t/ and

(1.12) G.t; �/ WD
j�j4

�

Z t

0

j yf .s; �/j2
ds

s C 1
:
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Then, there exist !1 and p1 < p0 such that

sup
t2Œ0;1/

.1C t /p1
j�j1=4.1C j�j/N2
�
�
eiG.t;�/ yf .t; �/ � e�it j�j

1=2

!1.�/
�
L2
�

. �0:
(1.13)

We can see that after rotating the profile yf .t; �/ through the angle of G.t; �/, it
approaches a linear solution. We can also write this modified scattering behavior
in the physical space .t; x/. Following the argument in [23], one can show that
there exists a uniformly bounded function f1 such thatˇ̌̌̌

f .t; x/ �
e�it jt=4jxjjp
1C jt j

f1

�x
t

�
� exp

�
�
i jf1.x=t/j

2

64jx=t j5
log.1C jt j/

�ˇ̌̌̌
. �0.1C jt j/

�.1Cp1/=2:

(1.14)

Note that the same formula has also been derived by Alazard-Delort [3] and Ifrim-
Tataru [19].

We comment that the modified scattering property is only a by-product of the
L1 decay estimate. Note that the modified scattering property happens because of
the space-time resonance set, which is only a point. At this point, all inputs of the
cubic terms have the same size of frequency. For this case, the symbol contributes
5
2

degrees of smallness. Although the spaces we use in the infinite energy setting
are weaker than spaces used in the small energy setting, the infinite energy setting
has little effect on the modified scattering. We modify the profile in the same way
as in the small energy setting in [23] to get the sharp decay rate and the modified
scattering property.

1.5 Main Difficulties and Main Ideas of the Proof
A very essential observation, which makes it possible to consider the infinite

energy solution, is that the nonlinearities of the system (1.3) only depend on the
steepness, @xh, and the physical velocity, @x , in the infinite depth setting. In
Appendix B, we will show this observation by using a fixed-point-type method to
analyze the Dirichlet-Neumann operator. This method is not only interesting on its
own but also can be applied to other settings, for example, the flat bottom setting.

In the infinite energy setting, we also have to deal with the issues in the small
energy setting, which can be summarized as the losing derivatives issue and the
slow decay rate issue. Besides those difficulties, we also confront an additional
difficulty, which comes from the fact that we do not make any assumptions below
PH 1=5. The additional difficulty is that we lose 1

5
derivatives at the low frequency

in the sense that only 2k=5kPkukL2 , k � 0, is controlled when we put an input
in L2. The issue of losing derivatives at the low frequency is very problematic in
the energy estimate of Sh and S .

To avoid losing derivatives at the high frequency, we need to find good substi-
tution variables for h and  . As the system (1.3) lacks symmetries, one fails at
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the beginning of the energy estimate due to the quasilinear nature. Thanks to the
work of Alazard-Métivier [4], the works of Alazard-Burq-Zuily [1,2], and the work
of the Alazard-Delort [3], their paralinearization method helps us to see the good
structures inside the system (1.3) and to find the good substitution variables U 1

and U 2. The system of equations satisfied by U 1 and U 2 has requisite symmetries
to avoid losing derivatives when doing the energy estimate.

For intuitive purposes, we postpone the detailed formulas of U 1 and U 2 to
(2.16). At this moment, it is enough to know that the difference between .U 1; U 2/
and .h; jrj1=2 / is quadratic and higher order. Thus, .U 1; U 2/ and .h; jrj1=2 /
have comparable sizes of the L1-decay rate and the total energy.

To establish the global existence, very naturally, the first step is to establish
the local existence for the infinite energy initial data. Recall that the the local
well-posedness for finite energy initial data was obtained first in [32] and then
in [2]. We remark that, with minor modifications, local well-posedness also holds
for the initial data with infinite energy, which is small in the HN;p space. The
main idea behind this is still the observation that nonlinearities only depend on the
steepness @xh and the physical velocity @x . We discuss this point in more detail
in Section 2.3.

Therefore, to establish global well-posedness and to prove our main theorem,
we use the standard bootstrap argument. To close the argument, it is sufficient to
control the following quantities over time:

k.U 1; U 2/.t/kHN0;p ; k.SU
1; SU 2/kHN1;p ; k.U

1; U 2/.t/kWN2 :

Energy Estimate for .U 1; U 2/

We now discuss the main ideas of controlling k.U 1; U 2/.t/k2
HN0;p

over time.
As mentioned before, there are three difficulties: (i) losing derivatives at the high
frequency, (ii) the slow decay rate, and (iii) losing derivatives at the low frequency.
We will address how to get around those difficulties one by one.

Recall that the system of equations satisfied byU 1 andU 2 has requisite symme-
tries inside, which help us to get around the potential difficulty of losing derivatives
at the high frequency. However, due to the slow t�1=2 decay rate, the cubic terms
inside the derivative of usual energy are troublesome.

To get around this issue, we will use the normal form transformation to find the
cubic correction terms, which cancel out those problematic terms. A very impor-
tant observation is that the normal form transformation is not singular because the
symbol of quadratic terms covers the loss of doing the normal form transforma-
tion. Then, we add the cubic correction terms to the usual energy. As a result, the
derivative of the modified energy is quartic and higher, which has sufficient decay
rate.

Because of the cubic correction terms, due to the quasilinear nature, it is possi-
ble to lose derivatives again after taking a derivative with respect to time. To get
around this issue, we also add quartic correction terms to the usual energy, which
enables us to see cancellations by utilizing again the symmetries inside the system
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of equations satisfied by U 1 and U 2. As a result, the derivative of the modified
energy does not lose derivatives and has the critical 1

t
decay rate.

Lastly, we discuss the issue of losing 1
5

derivatives at the low frequency. For
intuitive purposes, we use the following terms from the time derivative of modified
energy as an example:

(1.15)
Z

R
@px
�
Q1.U

1; U 2/CR1
�
@pxA.U

1; U 1/dx; p D
1

5
;

where Q1.U 1; U 2/ represents the quadratic terms of @tU 1, R1 represents the cu-
bic and higher-order remainder term of @tU 1, and A. � ; � / represents one of the
normal form transformations that we will do later.

Note that the quartic term is not problematic, since we can always put the input
with larger frequency in L2 and the input with smaller frequency in L1. Hence,
the quartic terms do not lose derivatives at the low frequency.

The remainder term is also not problematic, as the L2-type and the L1-type
estimates of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator only depend on @xh and @x as long
as a certain smallness condition on @xh is satisfied. This observation guarantees
that we gain 1

5
derivatives at the low frequency.

Energy Estimate for .SU 1; SU 2/

Many parts of the energy estimate of SU 1 and SU 2 are the same as the energy
estimate of U 1 and U 2. We still need to utilize symmetries to avoid losing deriva-
tives at the high frequency and to add correction terms to cancel out the slow-decay
cubic terms.

However, a major difference is that inputs SU 1 and SU 2 are forced to be put
in L2 even when they have relatively smaller frequencies. For the case when SU 1

and SU 2 can be safely put in L2, we will redo the procedures that we did in the
energy estimate of U 1 and U 2. Hence we only need to focus on the case when
SU 1 and SU 2 have relatively smaller frequencies and cannot be safely put in L2.

To illustrate our strategy, we use the problematic cubic terms from the derivative
of usual energy of .SU 1; SU 2/ as follows as an example:

(1.16)
Z

R
@pxPk.SU

1/@pxPk
�
Q1.Pk1.SU

1/; Pk2.U
1//
�
;

k1 � k2 � 10; k1; k2; k 2 Z:

Note that the symbols of quadratic terms contribute to the smallness of 2k1=2,
which is essential.

If one uses the normal form transformation directly, then the above problematic
cubic terms will vanish. However, we will have the following quartic term:

(1.17) I WD

Z
R
@pxQ1.Pk01

ŒSU 1�; Pk2U
2/@pxA.Pk1 ŒSU

1�; Pk2 ŒU
1�/dx;

k1; k
0
1 � k2 � 10:
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After putting SU 1 in L2 and U i , i 2 f1; 2g, in L1, we have

jI j . 2�pk1�pk
0
1
1

t
E.t/; p D

1

5
;

where E.t/ represents the energy of the nonlinear solution. Hence, it is not suffi-
cient to close the argument when k1 and k01 are sufficiently small. This difficulty
does not appear in the small energy setting, because p D 0 in the small energy
setting.

To get around this difficulty, we first identify the most problematic term by using
a more subtle Fourier method and then show that the most problematic term is not
bad in the sense that the associated phase has a good lower bound. As a result,
we can divide the phase again to gain an extra t�1=2 decay rate, which covers the
loss of derivatives at the low frequency. We explain our strategy in more detail as
follows.

Note that the cubic term in (1.16) actually has 1
t

decay if 2.1�p/k1 � .1C t /�1.
Therefore we only have to use the normal form transformation to cancel out (1.16)
when 2.1�p/k1 � .1C t /�1, i.e., 2k1 � .1C t /�5=4.

Next, we find out all problematic quartic terms. For intuitive purposes, we use
the quartic term in (1.17) as an example. Note that the symbol in (1.17) contributes
to the smallness of 2k

0
1=2. As a result, we know that the loss of 2�pk1�pk

0
1 can be

covered by the symbol when k1 C 10 � k01 or 2.1=2�p/k
0
1 � .1C t /�1=4. Hence,

it is only problematic when k1 C 10 � k01 and 2.1=2�p/k
0
1 � .1C t /�1=4.

A very important observation for this problematic quartic term is that the size of
associated phases has a good lower bound. More precisely, the associated phases
for quartic terms are given as follows:

ˆ�;�;� .�; �; �/ D j�j1=2��j���j1=2��j��� j1=2�� j� j1=2; �; �; � 2 fC;�g:

Recall that k2 � 10 � k01 � k1 C 10 in the problematic case. For this case, the
following estimate holds:

(1.18) jˆ�;�;� .�; �; �/j k01
.�/ k2.� � �/ k1.� � �/ k2.�/ & 2k

0
1=2:

Hence, the price of dividing the phases jˆ�;�;� .�; �; �/j can be paid by the small-
ness of the symbol in (1.17). As a result, we can gain an extra t�1=2 decay
rate, which is sufficient to cover the loss of 2�pk1�pk

0
1 � .1 C t /1=4C1=6 from

putting SU 1 in PHp. Note that we have used the fact that 2k1 � .1C t /�5=4 and
2k
0
1 � .1C t /�5=6.
For all other problematic quartic terms, a similar estimate as in (1.18) also holds.

Hence, we can use the same argument to close the energy estimate of SU 1 and
SU 2.

The Sharp L1-Decay Estimate for .U 1; U 2/

From the energy estimates and the linear dispersion estimate in Lemma 4.2, to
prove the sharp decay rate, it is sufficient to prove that the L1

�
-type norm (i.e.,
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the Z-norm, which is defined in (4.3)) of the profile does not grow with respect to
time.

Note that one has to be very careful when trying to define an appropriate Z-
norm. We cannot let the Z-norm to be very strong, because the finiteness of the
Z-norm implies the finiteness of energy. As a result, the Z-normed space that
we will use in this paper is weaker than the Z-normed space used in [21]. To
work in this weaker Z-normed space, we have to be more careful when doing
estimates at the low frequency. It turns out that the difficulties are still manageable.
The ideas of proving the L1-type decay estimate are mainly based on the works
of Ionescu-Pusateri [20–22, 24]. To improve the understanding of the L1 decay
estimate, many ideas are combined. As a result, the argument we present here is
more concise.

1.6 Outline
In Section 2, we fix the notation, find the good unknown variables for the water

waves system (1.3), state the bootstrap assumption, and then reduce the proof of
the main theorem 1.1 into proofs of two main propositions. In Section 3, we prove
that the energy of the nonlinear solution only grows at most like .1 C t /p0 with
respect to time. In Section 4, we prove the sharp decay rate of the L1-norm of
the nonlinear solution. In Appendix A, we show that the requisite estimates of all
remainder terms also hold in the infinite energy setting. In Appendix B, we use a
fixed-point-type method to analyze the Dirichlet-Neumann operator. As a result,
one can see that the Dirichlet-Neumann operator only depends on the steepness
of interface and the physical velocity, which is very essential to the existence of a
infinite energy solution. In Appendix C, we do paralinearization for the full system
(1.3) to show that the remainder terms do not lose derivatives.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Notation and the Multilinear Estimate

We fix an even smooth function � W R ! Œ0; 1�, which is supported in Œ�3
2
; 3
2
�

and is equal to 1 in Œ�5
4
; 5
4
�. For any k 2 Z, define

 k.x/ WD � .x=2k/ � � .x=2k�1/;
 �k.x/ WD � .x=2k/;  �k.x/ WD 1 �  �k�1.x/:

Denote the projection operators Pk , P�k , and P�k by the Fourier multipliers  k;
 �k , and  �k , respectively. We use fk to abbreviate Pkf . For a well-defined
nonlinearity N and p 2 NC, we will use ƒp.N / to denote the pth-order terms of
the nonlinearity N when a Taylor expansion of this nonlinearity is available. We
useƒ�p.N / WD

P
q�p ƒp.N / (ƒ�p.N /) to denote the pth- and higher- (lower-)

order terms of the nonlinearity N . For example, ƒ3.N / denotes the cubic terms
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of N andƒ�3.N / denotes the cubic and higher terms of N . The cubic and lower-
order terms of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator are given as follows:

(2.1)
ƒ�3ŒG.h/ � D jrj � jrj.hjrj /;

�@x.h@x /C jrj.hjrj.hjrj //C
jrj.h2@2x /C @

2
x.h

2jrj /

2
;

which can be found in [3, 21].
The Fourier transform is defined as follows:

yf .�/ D F.f /.�/ D
Z
e�ix�f .x/dx:

For two well-defined functions f and g and a bilinear form Q.f; g/, the symbol
q. � ; � / of Q. � ; � / is defined in the following sense throughout this paper,

(2.2) F ŒQ.f; g/�.�/ D
1

2�

Z
R2
yf .� � �/yg.�/q.� � �; �/d�:

For a trilinear form C.f; g; h/, its symbol c. � ; � ; � / is defined in the following
sense:

F ŒC.f; g; h/�.�/ D
1

4�2

Z
R2

Z
R2
yf .� � �/yg.� � �/yh.�/c.� � �; � � �; �/d� d�:

For a; f 2 L2 and a pseudodifferential operator za.x; �/, we define the operators
Taf and Tzaf as follows:

Taf D F�1
�Z

R
ya.� � �/�.� � �; �/ yf .�/d�

�
;

Tzaf D F�1
�Z

R
Fx.za/.� � �; �/�.� � �; �/ yf .�/d�

�
;

where the cutoff function is defined as follows:

�.� � �; �/ D

(
1 when j� � �j � 2�10j�j;
0 when j� � �j � 210j�j:

We also use z�.� � �; �/ to denote the cutoff function such that � � � and � have
comparable size inside the support. More precisely,

(2.3) z�.� � �; �/ WD 1 � �.� � �; �/ � �.�; � � �/:

Let the Fourier multiplier z�.� � �; �/ define the bilinear operator RB. � ; � /.
Therefore, the following paraproduct decomposition holds for two well-defined
functions a and b:

(2.4) ab D Tab C TbaCRB.a; b/:
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DEFINITION 2.1. Given � 2 NC, � � 0, and m 2 R, we use �m� .R
n/ to denote

the space of locally bounded functions a.x; �/ on Rn � .Rn=f0g/, which are C1

with respect to � for � ¤ 0. Moreover, they satisfy the estimate

8j�j �
1

2

@˛� a. � ; �/W �;1 .˛ .1C j�j/m�j˛j; ˛ 2 Nn;

where W �;1 is the usual Sobolev space.

For a symbol a 2 �m� , we can define its norm as follows:

Mm
� .a/ WD sup

j˛j�2C�

sup
j�j�1=2

.1C j�j/j˛j�m@˛� a. � ; �/W �;1 :

We will use the following composition lemma for paradifferential operators very
often. It can be found, for example, in [1, 27].

LEMMA 2.2 (Composition lemma). Let m 2 R and � > 0. If given symbols
a 2 �m� .R

d / and b 2 �m
0

� .R
d /, we define

a ] b D
X
j˛j<�

1

i j˛j˛Š
@˛� a@

˛
xbI

then for all � 2 R, there exists a constant K such that

(2.5) kTaTb � Ta]bkH�!H��m�m0C� � KM
m
� .a/M

m0

� .b/:

We will also use the following equality very often. Recall that S WD t@tC2x@x .
For a bilinear operator A. � ; � / with symbol a. � ; � /, we have

SA.f; g/ D A.Sf; g/C A.f; Sg/C zA.f; g/;

za.�; �/ D �2.�@x�a.�; �/C �@�a.�; �//:

In particular, when a. � ; � / is homogeneous of degree �, we have

SA.f; g/ D A.Sf; g/C A.f; Sg/ � 2�A.f; g/;

which can be derived from the equality �@�a.�; �/C �@�a.�; �/ D �a.�; �/:
Define a class of symbols and its associated norms as follows:

S1 WD fm W R2 or R3 ! C; m is continuous, and kF�1.m/kL1 <1g;
kmkS1 WD kF�1.m/kL1 ;

km.�; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

WD km.�; �/ k.�/ k1.� � �/ k2.�/kS1 ;

km.�; �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2;k3

WD km.�; �; �/ k.�/ k1.� � �/ k2.� � �/ k3.�/kS1 :

LEMMA 2.3. Assume that m, m0 2 S1, p; q; r; s 2 Œ1;1�, and we have smooth
well-defined functions f; g, h, and zf . Then the following estimates hold:

(2.6) km �m0kS1 . kmkS1km0kS1 ;
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(2.7)
F�1�Z

R
m.�; �/yg.�/yh.� � �/d�

�
Lr

. kmkS1kgkLpkhkLq

if
1

r
D
1

p
C
1

q
;

(2.8)
F�1�Z

R2
m0.�; �; �/ yf .�/yg.� � �/yh.� � �/d� d�

�
Ls

.

km0kS1kf kLpkgkLqkhkLr if
1

s
D
1

p
C
1

q
C
1

r
:

PROOF. The proof is standard; see [20, 21] for details. �

To estimate the S1
k;k1;k2

-norm and the S1
k;k1;k2;k3

-norm of symbols, we will use
the following lemma very often.

LEMMA 2.4. For i 2 f2; 3g; if f W Ri ! C is a smooth function and k1; : : : ; ki 2
Z, then the following estimate holds:

(2.9)
Z

Ri
f .�1; : : : ; �i /

iY
jD1

eixj �j kj .�j /d�1 � � � d�i


L1x1;:::;xi

.

iX
mD0

iX
jD1

2mkj k@m�j f kL
1 :

PROOF. We only consider the case when i D 2, because the proof of the case
when i D 3 is very similar. Through scaling, it is sufficient to prove the above
estimate for the case when k1 D k2 D 0. From the Plancherel theorem, we have
the following two estimates:Z

Ri
f .�1; �2/e

i.x1�1Cx2�2/ 0.�1/ 0.�2/d�1d�2


L2x1;x2

. kf .�1; �2/kL1
�1;�2

;

k.jx1j C jx2j/
2

Z
Ri
f .�1; �2/e

i.x1�1Cx2�2/ 0.�1/ 0.�2/d�1d�2kL2x1;x2
.

2X
mD0

�
k@m�1f kL

1 C k@m�2f kL
1

�
;

which are sufficient to finish the proof of (2.9). �

2.2 The Good Substitution Variables
At the beginning, we mention that the content of this subsection is not novel.

We only briefly introduce and explain the main ideas behind this subsection. More
details can be found in Appendix C. Interested readers can refer to [3] for more
elaborated details.
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The main process of deriving the good substitution variables can be summarized
as the paralinearization process and the symmetrization process. Before introduc-
ing the main ideas of doing these processes, we define the following variables:

B WD B.h/ WD
G.h/ C @xh@x 

1C j@xhj2
;

V WD V.h/ WD @x � @xhB.h/ ;

(2.10)

a D 1C @tB C V @xB; ˛ D
p
a � 1;(2.11)

where B and V represent the vertical derivative and the horizontal derivative of
the velocity potential at the interface, respectively, and a is the so-called Taylor
coefficient.

The main goal of the paralinearization process is to identify the cancellations and
highlight the quasilinear structures inside the nonlinearities of the system (1.3).

As a result of paralinearization (one can also see Lemma C.1), we have a good
decomposition of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator as follows:

(2.12) G.h/ D jrj! � @x.TV.h/ �/C F.h/ ; ! WD  � TB.h/ h;

where F.h/ is a quadratic and higher-order good error term, which does not lose
derivatives. Recall (1.3). After doing paralinearization for the nonlinearity of @t ,
we have

(2.13)

�
1

2
j@x j

2
C
.G.h/ C @xh@x /

2

2.1C j@xhj2/

D �
1

2
j@x j

2
C
1

2
.1C j@xhj

2/.B.h/ /2

D �TV @x. � TBh/ � TV @xBhC TBG.h/ CR;

where R is also a quadratic and higher-order good error term, which does not lose
derivatives.

Recall the definition of ! in (2.12). From (2.13), we have

@t! D �h � TV @x! � TV @xBhC TB@th � T@tBh � TB@thCR
D �Tah � TV @x! CR:

To sum up, we have

(2.14)

(
@th D jrj! � TV @xhC F.h/ ;

@t! D �Tah � TV @x! CR:

One might find that we cannot use the system (2.14) to do the energy estimate,
as the following term loses derivatives and cannot be treated simply:

(2.15)
Z
@kxh@

k
xjrj! � @

k
xjrj

1
2!@jxjrj

1
2 .Tah/:
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To get around this issue, we need to symmetrizing the system (2.14) by using the
following good substitution variables,

(2.16) U 1 D Tpah D hC T˛h; U 2 D jrj
1
2!:

As a result, from (2.14), the system of equations satisfied by U 1 and U 2 can be
formulated as follows:

(2.17)

(
@tU

1 � jrj
1
2U 2 D T˛jrj

1
2U 2 � TV @xU

1 CR1;
@tU

2 C jrj
1
2U 1 D �T˛jrj

1
2U 1 � TV @xU

2 CR2;

where R1 and R2 are quadratic and higher-order good error terms that do not lose
derivatives. Their detailed formulas can be found in (A.1) and (A.2).

As a result of symmetrization, the bulk term in (2.15) essentially becomesZ
@kxU

1@kx.T
p
ajrj

1
2U 2/ � @kxU

2@kx.T
p
ajrj

1
2U 1/dx;

which does not lose derivatives. One can verify this fact by utilizing the symmetries
on the Fourier side.

Because we will cancel out the quadratic terms inside the system (2.17), it is
important to know exactly what quadratic terms are. Until the end of this section,
we assume that the expansion of the projection operator ƒ�3Œ � � is in terms of U 1

and U 2.
From (2.1) and (2.16), we can rewrite (2.17) as follows:

(2.18)

(
@tU

1 � jrj
1
2U 2 D Q1.U

1; U 2/C C1 Cƒ�3ŒR1�;
@tU

2 C jrj
1
2U 1 D Q2.U

1; U 1/CQ3.U
2; U 2/C C2 Cƒ�3ŒR2�;

where Q1. � ; � /, Q2. � ; � /, and Q3. � ; � / denote quadratic terms and C1 and C2
denote the cubic and higher-order terms that at most lose one derivative. More
precisely,

Q1.U
1; U 2/ D �T@x jrj�1=2U 2@xU

1
�
1

2
T@2x jrj�1=2U 2U

1

�
1

2
TjrjU 1 jrj

1=2U 2 � jrj.U 1jrj1=2U 2/C jrj.Tjrj1=2U 2U
1/

� @x.U
1@xjrj

�1=2U 2/C @x.T@x jrj�1=2U 2U
1/;

Q2.U
1; U 1/ D

1

2

�
jrj

1=2
�
TjrjU 1U

1
�
;(2.19)

Q3.U
2; U 2/ D �jrj1=2

�
T@x jrj�1=2U 2@xjrj

�1=2U 2
�
;

C1 D Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj
1=2U 2 � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xU

1;

C2 D �Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj
1=2U 1 � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xU

2:
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We remark that the good error terms R1 and R2 contribute the following quadratic
terms:

ƒ2ŒR1�.U 1; U 2/ D Q1.U 1; U 2/C
1

2
TjrjU 1 jrj

1
2U 2 C T@x jrj�1=2U 2@xU

1;

ƒ2ŒR2�.U 1; U 1/ D Q2.U 1; U 1/ �
1

2
TjrjU 1 jrj

1
2U 1;

ƒ2ŒR2�.U 2; U 2/ D Q3.U 2; U 2/C T@x jrj�1=2U 2@xU
2:

The symbols qi . � ; � / of quadratic termQi . � ; � /, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, are given as follows:

q1.� � �; �/ D
X

iD1;2;3

qi1.� � �; �/;(2.20)

q2.� � �; �/ D
1

2
j�j1=2j�j�.�; � � �/;(2.21)

q3.� � �; �/ D j�j
1=2.� � �/�j� � �j�1=2j�j�1=2�.�; � � �/;(2.22)

where

(2.23)

q11.� � �; �/ D

�
.� � �/�j�j�1=2 C

j�j3=2

2

�
�.�; � � �/;

q21.� � �; �/ D �
1

2
j� � �jj�j1=2�.� � �; �/;

q31.� � �; �/ D .�j�jj�j
1=2
C ��j�j�1=2/z�.�; � � �/:

LEMMA 2.5. If jk1 � k2j � 5, the following estimates hold:

(2.24)
X

iD1;2;3

kqi .� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2minfk1;k2g=2Cmaxfk1;k2g:

q11.� � �; �/C q11.��; �/S1
k;k1;k2

C
q2.�; � � �/C q21.� � �; �/S1

k;k1;k2

C kq3.� � �; �/C q3.��; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 23minfk1;k2g=2:

(2.25)

If jk1 � k2j � 5, the following estimate holds:

(2.26)
X

iD1;2;3

kqi .� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2kCk1=2:

PROOF. From Lemma 2.4 and the explicit formulas in (2.20), (2.23), (2.21), and
(2.22), it is easy to see that our stated estimates hold. �
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2.3 The Bootstrap Assumption and Proof of the Main Theorem
Before proceeding to the bootstrap argument, we briefly discuss the proof of

local well-posedness in the finite energy setting and explain why the local well-
posedness also holds for small initial data inHN;p space, which has infinite energy.
Although the formulations of the problem and the main purposes in [1, 2, 32] are
different, the main ideas behind the proofs of the local well-posedness are very
similar. Since this paper also works in the Eulerian coordinate system, we mainly
introduce the main ideas used in [2].

To prove the local well-posedness in the infinite energy setting, we pay attention
to the low frequency and redo the argument in [2], which can be summarized in
three main steps as follows:

(i) Establish the local well-posedness and the uniform boundedness in a time
interval Œ0; T � for the �-approximation system (parabolic regularization) as
follows:

(2.27)

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
@th �G.h/ D ��h

@t C hC
1
2
j@x j

2 �
.G.h/ C @xh@x /

2

2.1C j@xhj2/
D �� 

.h;  /
ˇ̌
tD0
D
�
F�1Œ� .��/bh0.�/�;F�1Œ� .��/c 0.�/��;

where � .�/ is defined at the beginning of Section 2.1. Note that the time T
is determined by the size of initial data and is independent of �.

(ii) Show the convergence of .h�;  �/ to .h;  /, which is unique, in a lower-
level regularity space. Due to the quasilinear nature, generally speaking, it
is not possible to prove the convergence directly in the top regularity space.

(iii) Show that the limit .h;  / is a solution of the water waves system (1.3).
Moreover, the limit lies in the space with top regularity and is continuous
with respect to time.

With minor modifications in the argument in [2], we can show the local well-
posedness for the infinite energy initial data because of three observations as fol-
lows:

(i) From the estimates of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator in Lemma B.3, we
know that all estimates only depend on @xh and @x .

(ii) From the fact that the Dirichlet-Neumann operator is linear with respect
to  , we know that G.h/ 1 �G.h/ 2 only depends on @x. 1 �  2/ and
@xh.

(iii) From the fixed-point-type structure inside the Dirichlet-Neumann operator
(B.7), it is not difficult to know that G.h1/ � G.h2/ only depends on
.@x ; @xh1; @xh2/ and @x.h1�h2/. We remark that the small-data regime
is necessary to guarantee the validity of the fixed-point-type argument in
the estimates of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator.
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Given the local well-posedness, we will use the bootstrap argument to show
that the solution of the system (2.18) for small initial data extends globally, which
further gives us the global existence of .h;  /.

We will first discuss the initial data. Since the sizes of .U 1; U 2/ and .h; jrj1=2 /
are comparable, from the smallness assumption of initial data .h0;  0/ in (1.9), it
is not difficult to see that the following estimate holds:

(2.28) k.U 1; U 2/.0/kHN0;p C kx@x.U
1; U 2/.0/kHN1;p . �0:

Next, we will state our bootstrap assumption. As in the small energy setting, we
expect that the energy grows appropriately and the L1-type norm of the nonlinear
solution decays sharply. This expectation leads to the bootstrap assumption as
follows:

(2.29) sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /�p0
�
k.U 1; U 2/.t/kHN0;p C kS.U

1; U 2/.t/kHN1;p

�
C .1C t /1=2k.U 1; U 2/kWN2 . �1 WD �

5=6
0 � 1:

Remark 2.6. Recall that U 2 D jrj1=2. � TB.h/ h/. To put U 2 in a Sobolev
space, the high-frequency parts of and h should have the same level of regularity.
To make sure that the initial condition (2.28) holds, we required the top regularities
of the initial data to be N0 C 1

2
and N1 C 1

2
instead of N0 and N1; see (1.9). The

global well-posedness of .U 1; U 2/ provides a global PHN0-estimate of .U 1; U 2/,
which further gives us the PHN0-estimate of the height h. Hence, we can only
recover the PHN0-estimate of  from the estimate of U 2; see (1.10).

In Section 3, we will prove the following proposition, which is sufficient to show
that the total energy appropriately grows:

PROPOSITION 2.7. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29), we can define modified
energiesEmod.t/ � k.U

1; U 2/.t/k2
HN0;p

andESmod.t/ � k.SU
1; SU 2/.t/k2

HN1;p

and have the following energy estimate:

(2.30) sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /1�2p0
�ˇ̌̌̌
d

dt
Emod.t/

ˇ̌̌̌
C

ˇ̌̌̌
d

dt
ESmod.t/

ˇ̌̌̌�
. �0:

Therefore,

(2.31) sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /�p0
�
k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;p C kS.U

1; U 2/kHN1;p

�
. �0:

In Section 4, we will now prove the following decay estimate for the L1-type
norm.

PROPOSITION 2.8. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29) and the improved en-
ergy estimate (2.31), we can derive the following improved decay estimate:

(2.32) sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /1=2k.U 1; U 2/kWN2 . �0:

With above two propositions, it is easy to see that our main theorem holds.
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3 Energy Estimate
3.1 Normal Form Transformation

We first find out the normal form transformations, which aim to cancel out the
quadratic terms. Let

(3.1) V1 WD U
1
C A1.U

1; U 1/C A2.U
2; U 2/; V2 WD U

2
C B.U 1; U 2/;

where A1. � ; � / and A2. � ; � / are two symmetric bilinear operators. Recall (2.18).
Direct computations give us the equations satisfied by V1 and V2 as follows:

(3.2)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂:

@tV1 � jrj
1=2V2 D 2A1.jrj

1=2U 2; U 1/ � 2A2.jrj
1=2U 1; U 2/

� jrj1=2B.U 1; U 2/CQ1.U
1; U 2/

C cubic and higher-order terms

@tV2 C jrj
1=2V1 D B.jrj

1=2U 2; U 2/ � B.U 1; jrj1=2U 1/

C jrj1=2.A1.U
1; U 1/C A2.U

2; U 2//

CQ2.U
1; U 1/CQ3.U

2; U 2/

C cubic and higher-order terms:

To make the quadratic terms in (3.2) vanish, it is sufficient for the symbols of the
bilinear operators A1. � ; � /, A2. � ; � /, and B. � ; � / to satisfy the following system
of equations:

(3.3)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
:

q1.� � �; �/C 2j�j
1=2a1.� � �; �/ � 2j� � �j

1=2a2.� � �; �/

� j�j1=2b.� � �; �/ D 0;

q2.� � �; �/ � b.� � �; �/j�j
1=2 C q2.�; � � �/

� b.�; � � �/j� � �j1=2 C 2j�j1=2a1.� � �; �/ D 0;

q3.� � �; �/C q3.�; � � �/C b.� � �; �/j� � �j
1=2

C b.�; � � �/j�j1=2 C 2j�j1=2a2.� � �; �/ D 0:

The solution of the above system of equations is as follows:

(3.4) a1.� � �; �/ D

b.� � �; �/j�j1=2 � q2.� � �; �/C b.�; � � �/j� � �j
1=2 � q2.�; � � �/

2j�j1=2
;

(3.5) a2.� � �; �/ D

�
b.� � �; �/j� � �j1=2 C q3.� � �; �/C b.�; � � �/j�j

1=2 C q3.�; � � �/

2j�j1=2
;

(3.6) b.� � �; �/ D

.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/A.� � �; �/ � 2A.�; � � �/j� � �j1=2j�j1=2

�.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/2 C 4j� � �jj�j
;
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where

A.� � �; �/ WD j�j1=2q1.� � �; �/ � .q2.� � �; �/C q2.�; � � �//j�j
1=2

C .q3.� � �; �/C q3.�; � � �//j� � �j
1=2:

LEMMA 3.1. The following estimate holds:

(3.7) ka1.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C ka2.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kb.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2maxfk1;k2g:

PROOF. If jk1 � k2j � 10, then the estimate (2.24) in Lemma 2.5 holds. From
(3.4), (3.5), (3.6), and Lemma 2.4, the following estimate holds:

(3.8) ka1.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C ka2.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kb.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2maxfk1;k2g:

If jk1 � k2j � 10, then the estimate (2.26) in Lemma 2.5 holds. Note that for
this case q2.� � �; �/ D q3.� � �; �/ D 0. Hence, from (2.6) in Lemma 2.3, the
following estimate holds:

(3.9) kA.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kA.�; � � �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 23k=2Ck1=2;

which further gives us the estimate

(3.10) ka1.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C ka2.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kb.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2k1 : �

3.2 Energy Estimate of U 1 and U 2

As the cubic terms inside the time derivative of energy decay slowly over time,
they are problematic when doing the energy estimate. Recall (2.18). The cubic
terms at the top regularity level are given as follows:

IN01 D Re

�Z
R
@
N0
x U 1@N0x

�
Q1.U

1; U 2/
�

C @
N0
x U 2@N0x

�
Q2.U

1; U 1/CQ3.U
2; U 2/

��
:

(3.11)

Due to the quasilinear nature, we need to utilize the symmetries inside the system
(2.18) first to avoid losing a derivative again after adding the cubic correction terms.
After switching the roles of inputs of the same type inside IN01 on the Fourier side,
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we can rewrite IN01 as follows:

IN01 D Re

� Z
1

2
cU 1.�/zq1N0.� � �; �/cU 1.� � �/cU 2.�/
C
cU 2.�/zq2N0.� � �; �/cU 1.� � �/cU 1.�/

C

Z
1

2
cU 2.�/zq3N0.� � �; �/cU 2.� � �/cU 2.�/�;

(3.12)

where

zq1N0.� � �; �/ D q
1
1.� � �; �/j�j

2N0 C q11.��; �/j� � �j
2N0

C 2q31.� � �; �/j�j
2N0 ;

zq2N0.� � �; �/ WD q2.�; � � �/j�j
2N0 C q21.� � �; �/j�j

2N0 ;

zq3N0.� � �; �/ WD q3.� � �; �/j�j
2N0 C q3.��; �/j� � �j

2N0 :

(3.13)

Recall (2.23), (2.21), and (2.22). From (2.25) in Lemma 2.5, we can see that
cancellations happen in zqiN0. � ; � /, i 2 f1; 2; 3g. From (2.25) in Lemma 2.5 and
(2.6) in Lemma 2.3, the following estimate holds:

(3.14)
X

iD1;2;3

kzqiN0.� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2
. 23minfk1;k2g=2C2N0k :

We define bilinear operators �Q1.U 1; U 2/, �Q2.U 1; U 1/, and �Q3.U 2; U 2/ by
the symbols as follows:

(3.15) zqi .� � �; �/ D
zqiN0.� � �; �/

j�j2N0
; i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

From (3.14) and Lemma 2.4, the following estimate holds:

(3.16)
X

iD1;2;3

kzqi .� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 23minfk1;k2g=2:

Solving a similar system of equations as in (3.3) with Qi . � ; � / replaced by�Qi . � ; � /, we can find bilinear operators zA1.U 1; U 1/, zA2.U 2; U 2/, and zB.U 1; U 2/
such that

(3.17) 2 zA1.jrj
1
2U 2; U 1/ � 2 zA2.jrj

1
2U 1; U 2/

C �Q1.U 1; U 2/ � jrj 12 zB.U 1; U 2/ D 0;
�Q2.U 1; U 1/C jrj1=2 zA1.U 1; U 1/ � zB.U 1; jrj 12U 1/ D 0;(3.18) �Q3.U 2; U 2/C jrj1=2 zA2.U 2; U 2/C zB.jrj 12U 2; U 2/ D 0:(3.19)
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Very similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.1, from (3.16) we have the estimate

(3.20) kza1.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kza2.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kzb.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2minfk1;k2g:

At this point our strategy is to use the normal form transformations zA1.U 1; U 1/,
zA2.U

2; U 2/, and zB.U 1; U 2/ to cancel out the quadratic terms �Qi . � ; � /, i 2
f1; 2; 3g. Therefore, we effectively cancel out the bulk cubic terms listed in (3.11)
when doing the energy estimate. An advantage of utilizing symmetries first is that
those normal form transformations do not lose derivatives; see (3.20).

DefineW 1 D U 1C zA1.U
1; U 1/C zA2.U

2; U 2/ andW 2 D U 2C zB.U 1; U 2/.
From the system of equations (2.18) satisfied by U 1 and U 2, we can first derive
the system of equations satisfied by W 1 and W 2. Then, we substitute .U 1; U 2/
for .W 1; W 2/ inside the quadratic terms, C1, and C2 to see symmetries inside the
nonlinearities. Recall (2.17), (2.18), and (2.2). As a result, we can write the system
of equations satisfied by W 1 and W 2 as follows:

(3.21)

(
@tW

1 � jrj
1
2W 2 D Q1 CGC1 C �C1 C eR1;

@tW
2 C jrj

1
2W 1 D Q2 CGC2 C �C2 C eR2;

where
Q1 D Q1.W

1; W 2/ � �Q1.W 1; W 2/;

Q2 D Q2.W
1; W 1/CQ3.W

2; W 2/ � �Q2.W 1; W 1/ � �Q3.W 2; W 2/;�C1 D �Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW 1
C Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W 2;�C2 D �Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW 2
� Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W 1;
(3.22)

GC1 D TV @x. zA1.U
1; U 1/C zA2.U

2; U 2//

� 2 zA1.TV @xU
1; U 1/ � 2 zA2.TV @xU

2; U 2/

� T˛jrj
1=2 zB.U 1; U 2/C 2 zA1.T˛jrj

1
2U 2; U 1/

� 2 zA2.T˛jrj
1
2U 1; U 2/;

(3.23)

GC2 D TV @x. zB.U
1; U 2// � zB.TV @xU

1; U 2/

� zB.U 1; TV @xU
2/C T˛jrj

1=2. zA1.U
1; U 1/

C zA2.U
2; U 2//C zB.T˛jrj

1
2U 2; U 2/ � zB.U 1; T˛jrj

1
2U 1/:

(3.24)

To improve the presentation, we postpone the detailed formulas of �R1 and �R2 to
Appendix A, as their formulas are tedious and not very easy to see structures inside
without detailed explanations. It is good enough to know that they have sufficient
decay rates and do not lose derivatives at high frequencies or at low frequencies.

From the construction of bilinear operators �Qi . � ; � /; i 2 f1; 2; 3g, we can see
that the quadratic terms Q1 and Q2 vanish when doing the energy estimate. We
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will show that there are cancellations inside the good cubic terms GC1 and GC2
and there are symmetries inside cubic terms �C1 and �C2. Therefore, W1 and W2
are good substitution variables of U 1 and U 2 at the top regularity. Moreover, as
losing derivatives is not an issue when we estimate the growth of the PHp norm, we
can cancel the quadratic terms directly by using the normal form transformation.
Those intuitions motivate us to define the modified energy as follows,

Emod.t/ D
1

2

Z �
j@pxU

1
j
2
C j@pxU

2
j
2
�

C

Z
@pxU

1@px
�
A1.U

1; U 1/C A2.U
2; U 2/

�
C @pxU

2@px
�
B.U 1; U 2/

�
C
1

2

Z �
j@N0x W 1

j
2
C j@N0x W 2

j
2
�
:

(3.25)

LEMMA 3.2. Under the bootstrap condition (2.29), the following estimate holds:

(3.26) sup
t2Œ0;T �

ˇ̌̌̌
Emod.t/ �

X
kDp;N0

1

2

Z �ˇ̌
@kxU

1
ˇ̌2
C
ˇ̌
@kxU

2
ˇ̌2�ˇ̌̌̌ . �20 :

PROOF. From (3.7) in Lemma 3.1 and theL2-L1-type estimate (2.7) in Lemma
2.3, the following estimate holds after putting the input with the larger frequency
in L2 and the input with the smaller frequency in L1:ˇ̌̌̌Z

@pxU
1@px

�
A1.U

1; U 1/C A2.U
2; U 2/

�
C @pxU

2@px
�
B.U 1; U 2/

�ˇ̌̌̌
.

k.U 1; U 2/.t/k2
H1Cp;pk.U

1; U 2/.t/kW 0 . .1C t /�1=2C2p0�31 :

From (3.20) and the L2-L1 estimate (2.7) in Lemma 2.3, we have@N0x .W 1
� U 1; W 2

� U 2/.t/

L2

.
.U 1; U 2/.t/

HN0;p
k.U 1; U 2/.t/kW 1

. .1C t /�1=2C2p0�21 :

Therefore, from the definition of Emod.t/ in (3.25) and the above estimates, it is
easy to see that our desired estimate (3.26) holds. �

After taking a derivative with respect to time for Emod.t/, we have

d

dt
Emod.t/ D J1 C J2 C J3;

where

(3.27) J1 D
Z
@pxU

1@px
�
C1 Cƒ�3ŒR1�

�
C @pxU

2@px
�
C2 Cƒ�3ŒR2�

�
;
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J2 D
Z
@pxƒ�2Œ@tU

1�@px
�
A1.U

1; U 1/C A2.U
2; U 2/

�
C @pxƒ�2Œ@tU

2�@px
�
B.U 1; U 2/

�
C 2@pxU

1@px
�
A1.ƒ�2Œ@tU

1�; U 1/C A2.ƒ�2Œ@tU
2�; U 2/

�
C @pxU

2@px
�
B.ƒ�2Œ@tU

1�; U 2/C B.U 1; ƒ�2Œ@tU
2�/
�
;

J3 D
Z
@N0x W 1@N0x Œ�C1 CGC1 C �R1�C @N0x W 2@N0x Œ�C2 CGC2 C �R2�:

LEMMA 3.3. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29), we have

(3.28) sup
t2Œ0;T �

X
iD1;2;3

.1C t /1�2p0 jJi j . �20 :

PROOF.

(i) To estimate J1 and J2, as p 2 .0; 1
4
/ is far away fromN0, we can estimate

it straightforwardly by putting the input with the higher frequency inL2 and putting
the input with the lower frequency in L1.

From (3.7) in Lemma 3.1, the L2-L1-type estimate (2.7) in Lemma 2.3, and
(A.6) in Lemma A.1, the following estimate holds:

jJ1j C jJ2j . kƒ�2.@tU 1; @tU 2/kH1Cp;pk.U 1; U 2/kH1Cp;pk.U 1; U 2/kW 0

C k.U 1; U 2/k2
H1Cp;pk.U

1; U 2/k2
W 2

C k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;pkƒ�3ŒR1;R2�kHN0;p

. .1C jt j/�1C2p0�20 :

(ii) Recall (3.22). We can utilize the symmetries to estimate �C1 and �C2 as
follows:ˇ̌̌̌Z

@N0x W 1@N0x
�C1 C @N0x W 2@N0x

�C2 ˇ̌̌̌
.
X
iD1;2

ˇ̌
@N0x W i@N0x Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW

i
ˇ̌

C
ˇ̌
@N0x W 1@N0x Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W 2
� @N0x W 2@N0x Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W 1
ˇ̌

. k.W 1; W 2/k2
PHN0

�
kƒ�2ŒV �k �W 1

C kƒ�2Œ˛�k �W 1=2

�
. k.U 1; U 2/k2

HN0;p
k.U 1; U 2/k2

W 3

. .1C jt j/�1C2p0�41 . .1C jt j/�1C2p0�20 :
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From (3.17) and (3.23), we can reduce GC1 further:

GC1 D TV @x. zA1.U
1; U 1/C zA2.U

2; U 2// � 2 zA1.TV @xU
1; U 1/

� 2 zA2.TV @xU
2; U 2/C T˛Œ2 zA1.jrj

1=2U 2; U 1/ � 2 zA2.jrj
1=2U 1; U 2/�

� 2 zA1.T˛jrj
1=2U 2; U 1/C 2 zA2.T˛jrj

1=2U 1; U 2/C T˛ �Q1.U 1; U 2/:
Recall that �Q1. � ; � / and zAi . � ; � /, i 2 f1; 2g, do not lose derivatives. See (3.16)
and (3.20). Now, it is easy to see there are cancellations insideGC1. After utilizing
the symmetries on the Fourier side, the following equality holds:

F.GC1/.�/ D
Z

R2

cU 1.� � �/cU 1.�/ yV .� � �/e1.�; �; �/
C
cU 2.� � �/cU 2.�/ yV .� � �/e2.�; �; �/

C
cU 1.� � �/cU 2.�/y̨.� � �/e3.�; �; �/d� d�;

where, for j 2 f1; 2g;

ej .�; �; �/ D 2i.� � �/
�
�.� � �; �/zaj .� � �; �/ � zaj .� � �; �/�.� � �; � � �/

�
;

e3.�; �; �/ D 2j� j
1=2
�
za1.�; � � �/�.� � �; �/ � za1.� � �C �; � � �/�.� � �; �/

�
� 2j� � � j1=2

�
za2.� � �; �/�.� � �; �/ � za2.� � �; �/�.� � �; � � �/

�
:

From the above explicit formulas and Lemma 2.4, the following estimates hold:

ke1.�; �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2;k3

C ke2.�; �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2;k3

. 22medfk1;k2;k3g;

ke3.�; �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2;k3

. 23medfk1;k2;k3g=2;

where medfk1; k2; k3g denotes the median of k1; k2; k3. Hence, from a L2-L1-
L1-type estimate in Lemma 2.3, the following estimate holds:

kGC1k PHN0
. k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;pk@x.U

1; U 2/kfW 1

�
k˛kfW 0 C kV kfW 0

�
. k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;pk.U

1; U 2/k2
W 3

. .1C jt j/�1Cp0�31 . .1C jt j/�1Cp0�20 :

(3.29)

The estimate of GC2 is very similar; the upper bound in the right-hand side of
(3.29) is still good for GC2. We omit the details here.

From (A.6) in Lemma A.1, it is easy to see that the following estimate holds:ˇ̌̌̌Z
@N0x W 1@N0x

�R1 C @N0x W 2@N0x
�R2 ˇ̌̌̌ . k.W 1; W 2/kHN0;p

��R1; �R2�HN0;p

. .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

Recall (3.27). Now, it is easy to see that our desired estimate (3.3) holds. �
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3.3 Energy Estimate of SU 1 and SU 2

Note that Œ@t ; S� D @t and Œ˙jrj1=2; S� D ˙jrj1=2. On the one hand, from the
system (2.17), we can derive the system of equations satisfied by SU 1 and SU 2

with the highlighted quasilinear structure as follows:

(3.30)

(
@tSU

1 � jrj1=2SU 2 D T˛jrj
1=2SU 2 � TV @xSU

1 CRS1 ;
@tSU

2 C jrj1=2SU 1 D �T˛jrj
1=2SU 1 � TV @xSU

2 CRS2 ;

where RS1 and RS2 are quadratic and higher-order good remainder terms. Very
importantly, RS1 and RS2 do not lose derivatives in SU 1 and SU 2. More precisely,
we have

RS1 WD .S C I /R1 C S.T˛jrj1=2U 2 � TV @xU 1/ � T˛jrj1=2SU 2 C TV @xSU 1;(3.31)

RS2 WD .S C I /R2 C S.�T˛jrj1=2U 1 � TV @xU 2/C T˛jrj1=2SU 1 C TV @xSU 2:(3.32)

On the other hand, from the system (2.18), we can rewrite the system (3.30) as
follows to highlight the structures inside the quadratic terms:

(3.33)

(
@tSU

1 � jrj1=2SU 2 D QS1 .SU
1; SU 2/CQS2 CQ1 C �C1 CR1;

@tSU
2 C jrj1=2SU 1 D QS3 .SU

1; SU 2/CQS4 CQ2 C �C2 CR2;

where QS1 . � ; � / and QS3 . � ; � / are quadratic terms that have quasilinear structures
inside, QS2 and QS4 are quadratic terms that have a problematic low-frequency
part, Q1 and Q2 are commutator quadratic terms that do not depend on the scaling
vector field, �C1 and �C2 are cubic and higher-order terms that lose at most one
derivative, and R1 and R2 are good cubic and higher-order terms that do not lose
derivatives. Their detailed formulas are given as follows:

QS1 .SU
1; SU 2/ D Q1.SU

1; U 2/CQ1.U
1; SU 2/

� T@x jrj�1=2SU 2@xU
1;

QS3 .SU
1; SU 2/ D Q2.SU

1; U 1/CQ2.U
1; SU 1/CQ3.SU

2; U 2/

CQ3.U
2; SU 2/C T@x jrj�1=2SU 2@xU

2;

(3.34) QS2 D T@x jrj�1=2SU 2@xU
1; QS4 D �T@x jrj�1=2SU 2@xU

2;

Q1 D Q1.U 1; U 2/C SQ1.U 1; U 2/ �Q1.SU 1; U 2/ �Q1.U 1; SU 2/;(3.35)

Q2 D Q2.U 1; U 1/CQ3.U 2; U 2/C SQ2.U 1; U 1/(3.36)

�Q2.SU
1; U 1/ �Q2.U

1; SU 2/C SQ2.U
1; U 1/

�Q2.SU
1; U 1/ �Q2.U

1; SU 2/;

�C1 D Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj1=2SU 2 � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xSU 1;�C2 D Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj1=2SU 2 � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xSU 1;
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R1 D ƒ�3
�
RS1

�
; R2 D ƒ�3

�
RS2

�
:

To better see which parts of QS1 . � ; � / and QS1 . � ; � / lose derivatives in SU 1 and
SU 2, which are very important in the later energy estimate part, we define the
following auxiliary bilinear forms:�QS1 .SU 1; SU 2/ WD QS1 .SU

1; SU 2/ � Tƒ1Œ˛�jrj
1=2SU 2 C Tƒ1ŒV �@xSU

1;(3.37) �QS3 .SU 1; SU 2/ WD QS3 .SU
1; SU 2/C Tƒ1Œ˛�jrj

1=2SU 1 C Tƒ1ŒV �@xSU
2:(3.38)

From (3.30), we can see that �QS1 .SU 1; SU 2/ and �QS3 .SU 1; SU 2/ do not lose
derivatives in SU 1 and SU 2.

Handling the Bulk Quadratic Terms QS
1

and QS
3

Similar to what we did in the Section 3.2, we will also utilize the symmetries at
high frequencies. For � D p;N1, we can utilize the symmetries of the same type
of inputs and change the variables on the Fourier side. As a result, the following
equality holds:

Re

�Z
@�xSU

1@�xQ
S
1 C @

�
xSU

2@�xQ
S
3

�
D Re

�Z
bSU 1.�/yq1� .� � �; �/bSU 1.� � �/cU 2.�/
C

bSU 1.�/yq2� .� � �; �/bSU 2.� � �/cU 1.�/
C

bSU 2.�/yq3� .� � �; �/bSU 2.� � �/cU 2.�/�;
(3.39)

where

yq1� .� � �; �/ D j�j
2�
�
q11.� � �; �/=2C q

2
1.� � �; �/C q

3
1.� � �; �/

�
C q11.��; �/j� � �j

2�=2;

yq2� .� � �; �/ D j�j
2�
�
q1.�; � � �/C �.� � �/j�j

�1=2�.� � �; �/
�

C j� � �j2�
�
q2.�;��/C q2.��; �/

�
;

yq3� .� � �; �/ D j�j
2�
�
q3.� � �; �/C q3.�; � � �/

�
=2

C j� � �j2�
�
q3.�;��/C q3.��; �/

�
=2

� .� � �/�j� � �j�1=2j�j�1=2j�j1=2C2��.� � �; �/:

Note that q1.� � �; �/�.�; � � �/ D q11.� � �; �/ and q1.� � �; �/�.� � �; �/ D
q21.� � �; �/. From (2.25) in Lemma 2.5, we can see that cancellations also happen
when j�j � j� � �j. Moreover, when j� � �j � j�j, the symbols contribute at
least the smallness of j� � �j, because we have put those exception terms into QS2
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and QS4 . For the High�High type interaction, all terms except q31. � ; � / vanish; see
(2.23), (2.21), and (2.22). As a result, the following estimate holds:

(3.40)
X

iD1;2;3

kyq3� .� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2
.

8̂<̂
:
23k2=2C2�k if k2 � k1 � 5;
2.2�C1/kCk1=2 if jk1 � k2j � 5;
2k1C.2�C1=2/k if k1 � k2 � 5:

For � D p and N1, we define �Q1;� .SU 1; U 2/, �Q2;� .SU 2; U 1/, �Q3;� .SU 1; U 1/,
and �Q4;� .SU 2; U 2/ by the symbols as follows:

zq1;� .� � �; �/ D
yq1� .� � �; �/

j�j2�
; zq2;� .� � �; �/ D

yq2� .� � �; �/

2j�j2�
;

zq3;� .� � �; �/ D
yq2� .�;��/

2j�j2�
; zq4;� .� � �; �/ D

yq3� .� � �; �/

j�j2�
:

We define the substitution variables for SU 1 and SU 2 as follows:

W1;� WD SU
1
C �C1;� .SU 1; U 1/C �C2;� .SU 2; U 2/;(3.41)

W2;� WD SU
2
C �D1;� .SU 1; U 2/C �D2;� .SU 2; U 1/:(3.42)

Now the strategy is to use bilinear operators �Ci;� . � ; �/ and �Di;� . � ; �/, i 2 f1; 2g,
to cancel out �Qj;� . � ; �/, j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g. Effectively speaking, they cancel out
(3.39) in the energy estimate. To this end, it is sufficient if symbols ci� . � ; �/ and
d i� . � ; �/ of bilinear operators �Ci;� . � ; �/ and �Di;� . � ; �/ can solve the system of equa-
tions as follows:

(3.43)

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂:

j�j1=2c1� .� � �; �/ � j� � �j
1=2c2� .� � �; �/ � j�j

1=2d1� .� � �; �/

C zq1;� .� � �; �/ D 0;

j� � �j1=2c1� .� � �; �/ � j�j
1=2c2� .� � �; �/ � j�j

1=2d2� .� � �; �/

C zq2;� .� � �; �/ D 0;

j�j1=2c1� .� � �; �/ � j�j
1=2d1� .� � �; �/ � j� � �j

1=2d2� .� � �; �/

C zq3;� .� � �; �/ D 0;

j�j1=2c2� .� � �; �/C j� � �j
1=2d1� .� � �; �/C j�j

1=2d2� .� � �; �/

C zq4;� .� � �; �/ D 0:

It is not difficult to solve the above system of equations and derive the solution as
follows:

(3.44) d1� .� � �; �/ D

.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/F1.� � �; �/ � 2F2.� � �; �/j� � �j
1=2j�j1=2

�.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/2 C 4j� � �jj�j
;
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(3.45) d2� .� � �; �/ D

.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/F2.� � �; �/ � 2F1.� � �; �/j� � �j
1=2j�j1=2

�.j� � �j C j�j � j�j/2 C 4j� � �jj�j
;

(3.46) c1� .� � �; �/ D

j�j1=2d1� .� � �; �/C j� � �j
1=2d2� .� � �; �/ � zq3;� .� � �; �/

j�j1=2
;

(3.47) c2� .� � �; �/ D

�j� � �j1=2d1� .� � �; �/ � j�j
1=2d2� .� � �; �/ � zq4;� .� � �; �/

j�j1=2
;

where F1.� � �; �/ and F2.� � �; �/ are defined as follows:

F1.� � �; �/ D j�j
1=2
zq1;� .� � �; �/ � j�j

1=2
zq3;� .� � �; �/C j� � �j

1=2
zq4;� .� � �; �/;

F2.� � �; �/ D j�j
1=2
zq2;� .� � �; �/ � j� � �j

1=2
zq3;� .� � �; �/C j�j

1=2
zq4;� .� � �; �/:

LEMMA 3.4. The following estimate holds for i 2 f1; 2g,

(3.48) kci� .� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2
C kd i� .� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2

.(
2k2 if k2 � k1 C 5;
2k1=2Ck2=2 if k1 � k2 � 5:

PROOF. Recall (3.44), (3.45), (3.46), and (3.44). From (3.40), Lemma 2.4, and
(2.6) in Lemma 2.3, our desired estimate (3.48) follows straightforwardly. �

Recall (3.30) and (3.33). From (3.41) and (3.42), after substituting SU i by
Wi;� ; i 2 f1; 2g, we can derive the equations satisfied by W1;� and W2;� with good
structures as follows:

(3.49)

@tW1;� � jrj
1=2W2;�

D QS1 .W1;� ; U
2/CQS1 .W2;� ; U

1/ � �Q1;� .W1;� ; U 2/
� �Q2;� .W2;� ; U 1/ � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW1;� C Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj1=2W2;�
CQS2 CQ1 CeGC 1 C �R1;

(3.50)

@tW2;� C jrj
1=2W1;�

D QS3 .W1;� ; U
1/CQS3 .W2;� ; U

2/ � �Q3;� .W1;� ; U 1/
� �Q4;� .W2;� ; U 2/ � Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW2;� � Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj1=2W1;�
CQS4 CQ2 CeGC 2 C �R2;
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where

eGC 1 D TV @x
��C1;� .SU 1; U 1/C �C2;� .SU 2; U 2/�

� T˛jrj
1=2Œ�D1;� .SU 1; U 2/C �D2;� .SU 2; U 1/�

� �C1;� .TV @xSU 1; U 1/C �C1;� .T˛jrj1=2SU 2; U 1/
� �C2;� .TV @xSU 2; U 2/ � �C2;� .T˛jrj1=2SU 1; U 2/;

eGC 2 D TV @xŒ�D1;� .SU 1; U 2/C �D2;� .SU 2; U 1/�
C T˛jrj

1=2Œ�C1;� .SU 1; U 1/C �C2;� .SU 2; U 2/�
� �D1;� .TV @xSU 1; U 2/C �D1;� .T˛jrj1=2SU 2; U 2/
� �D2;� .TV @xSU 2; U 1/ � �D2;� .T˛jrj1=2SU 1; U 1/:

To improve the presentation, we postpone the formulas of �R1 and �R2 to Ap-
pendix A. It is enough to see that they are good cubic and higher-order remainder
terms in the sense that they do not lose derivatives at the high frequency or the low
frequency of SU 1 and SU 2. Hence theHN1;p-norm of those remainder terms can
be estimated straightforwardly in the energy estimate.

Similar to what we did in the energy estimate of U 1 and U 2, we define the
high-frequency part of the modified energy for SU 1 and SU 2 as follows:

E
S;high
mod .t/ WD

X
�Dp;N1

Z
1

2

�
j@�xW1;� j

2
C j@�xW2;� j

2
�

C

Z
@�xW1;�@

�
xŒE1.U

1; U 1/CE2.U
2; U 2/�

C @�xW2;�@
�
xF.U

1; U 2/;

(3.51)

where bilinear forms E1.U 1; U 1/, E2.U 2; U 2/, and F.U 1; U 2/ are the normal
form transformations, which aim to cancel out the commutator terms Q1 and Q2
in (3.35) and (3.3).

By solving a similar system of equations as in (3.3) with Q1.U 1; U 2/ replaced
by Q1 and Q2.U 1; U 1/ CQ3.U 2; U 2/ replaced by Q2, we can explicitly solve
symbols e1.� � �; �/, e2.� � �; �/, and f .� � �; �/ of bilinear operators E1. � ; �/,
E2. � ; �/, and F. � ; �/. Their precise formulas are not so important. Hence, we omit
them here. Similar to the proof of estimate (3.7) in Lemma 3.1, the following
estimate holds:

(3.52) ke1.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C ke2.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kf .� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

. 2maxfk1;k2g:
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LEMMA 3.5. Under the bootstrap smallness assumption (2.29), we have

(3.53) sup
t2Œ0;T �

ˇ̌̌̌
E
S;high
mod .t/ �

X
kDp;N0

1

2

Z �ˇ̌
@kxU

1
ˇ̌2
C
ˇ̌
@kxU

2
ˇ̌2�ˇ̌̌̌ . �20 :

PROOF. From (3.48) in Lemma 3.4 and the L2-L1-type bilinear estimate (2.7)
in Lemma 2.3, the following estimate holds:

(3.54)
X

�Dp;N1

kW1;� .t/ � SU
1.t/k PH� C kW2;� .t/ � SU

2.t/k PH� .

k.SU 1; SU 2/.t/kHN1;pk.U
1; U 2/.t/kW 1 . .1C jt j/�1=2Cp0�21 :

From (3.52), (3.54), and theL2-L1-type bilinear estimate (2.7) in Lemma 2.3, our
desired estimate holds as follows:ˇ̌̌̌
E
S;high
mod .t/ �

X
kDp;N1

Z ˇ̌
@kxSU

1
ˇ̌2
C
@kxSU 2ˇ̌2 ˇ̌̌̌

. .1C jt j/�1=2Cp0�31

C k.SU 1; SU 2/.t/kHN1;pk.U
1; U 2/kHN1C1;pk.U

1; U 2/.t/kW 1 . �20 :�

From direct computations, we have the estimate

(3.55)
ˇ̌̌̌
d

dt
E
S;high
mod .t/C

X
�Dp;N1

Z
@�xSU

1@�xQ
S
2 C @

�
xSU

2@�xQ
S
4

ˇ̌̌̌
.

X
iD1;2;3

ˇ̌
J S
i

ˇ̌
;

where

J S
1 D

X
�Dp;N1

Z
@kxW1;�@

�
xŒ
eGC 1 C fR1�C @�xW2;�@�xŒeGC 2 C fR2�

� @�x
��C1;� .SU 1; U 1/;C�C2;� .SU 2; U 2/�@�xQS2

C @�x
��D1;� .SU 1; U 2/C �D2;� .SU 2; U 1/�@�xQS4

J S
2 D

X
�Dp;N1

Z
@�xƒ�2Œ@tW1;� �@

�
xŒE1.U

1; U 1/CE2.U
2; U 2/�

C @�xƒ�2Œ@tW2;� �@
�
xF.U

1; U 2/

C 2@�xW1;�@
�
xŒE1.ƒ�2Œ@tU

1�; U 1/CE2.ƒ�2Œ@tU
2�; U 2/�

C @�xW2;�@
�
xŒF .ƒ�2Œ@tU

1�; U 2/C F.U 1; ƒ�2Œ@tU
2�/�;

J S
3 D

X
�Dp;N1

Z
@�xW1;�@

�
xŒ�Tƒ�2ŒV �@xW1;� C Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W2;� �

� @�xW2;�@
�
xŒTƒ�2ŒV �@xW2;� C Tƒ�2Œ˛�jrj

1=2W1;� �:
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We remark that the quartic terms that depend on DS2 and DS4 inside J S
1 result from

replacing SU 1 and SU 2 by W1;� and W2;� , respectively.

LEMMA 3.6. Under the bootstrap condition (2.29), we have the estimate

(3.56)
X

iD1;2;3

ˇ̌
J S
i

ˇ̌
. .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

PROOF. We first estimate J S
1 and J S

3 . From (A.9) in Lemma A.2, we have
the estimate of the HN1;p-norm of �R1 and �R2. Similar to the estimate of GCi
we did in the proof of Lemma 3.3, one can see that we have cancellation after
writing eGC i on the Fourier side and utilizing the equalities satisfied by the normal
form transformations in (3.43). Also, after utilizing the symmetries, we can see the
cancellations inside J S

3 . As a result, the following estimate holds:ˇ̌
J S
1

ˇ̌
C
ˇ̌
J S
3

ˇ̌
.
�
k.SU 1; SU 2/kHN1;p C k.U

1; U 2/kHN0;p

�2
k.U 1; U 2/k2

W 3

C .1C t /�1C2p0�20 . .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

Lastly, we proceed to estimate J2. Note that the inputs inside the bilinear op-
erators E1. � ; � /, E2. � ; � /, and F. � ; � / only depend on .U 1; U 2/. Hence, we can
always put the input with the higher frequency in L2 to avoid losing p derivatives
of smallness. As a result, we have

jJ2j .
�
k.SU 1; SU 2/kHN1;p C k.U

1; U 2/kHN0;p

�2
k.U 1; U 2/k2

W 3

. .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

To sum up, we can see that the desired estimate (3.56) holds. �

Handling the Bulk Quadratic Terms QS
2

and QS
4

It remains to deal with the quadratic terms QS2 and QS4 . As losing one derivative
is not a issue here, it is not necessary to utilize the symmetries to see cancellations.
We choose to work in the complex variables setting, which is more convenient in
the Fourier-transform-based method. We define

U D U 1 C iU 2; SU D SU 1 C iSU 2; c� D �=.2i/; � 2 fC;�g:

From (2.18), we can write the equations satisfied by U and SU as follows:

@tU C i jrj
1=2U D

X
�;�2fC;�g

Q�;�.U�; U�/Cƒ�3Œ@tU �;

@tSU C i jrj
1=2SU D

X
�;�2fC;�g

Q1�;�..SU /�; U�/CQ
2
�;�.U�; U�/

Cƒ�3Œ@tSU �;
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where fC WD f and f� WD xf . From (2.24) in Lemma 2.5, it is easy to see that the
following estimate holds:X

�;�2fC;�g

kq�;�.� � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2

C kq1�;�.� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2

C kq2�;�.� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2
. 2minfk1;k2g=2Cmaxfk1;k2g:

(3.57)

Recall (3.34). We can write those problematic cubic terms on the Fourier side and
in terms of SU and U as follows:

(3.58)
X

�Dp;N1

Re

�Z
@�xSU

1@�xQ
S
2 C @

�
xSU

2@�xQ
S
4

�
D

X
�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

Re

�Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� ��/cU�.�/p�;��;�.� ��; �/d� d��;

where

(3.59) p�;��;�.� � �; �/ D �c�

�
1

4
C c��c�

�
.� � �/�j� � �j�1=2j�j2��.� � �; �/:

Note that

(3.60)

ˇ̌̌̌Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/cU�.�/p�;��;�.� � �; �/ �0..1C t /5=4C3p0 j� � �j/d� d� ˇ̌

.
X

k1�k�10

X
2k1�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

2k1=2CkkPkŒSU �kL2kPk1 ŒSU �kL1kPkU kL2

.
X

2k1�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

2.1�p/k1kSU k2
HN1;p

kU kHN1;p . .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

From the above estimate, we can see that the low-frequency part already has
a sufficient decay rate. There is no need to cancel it out. This observation moti-
vates us to define the following cubic correction terms with time-dependent cutoff
functions, which only cancel out the case when j� � �j & .1C t /�5=4�3p0 ,

(3.61)
E
S;low1
mod .t/ WD

X
�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

Re

�Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/

�cU�.�/q�;��;�.t; � � �; �/d� d��;
where the superscript “low1” represents the first-level correction for the low-fre-
quency part and the symbol q�;��;�.t; � � �; �/ is given as follows:

(3.62) q�;��;�.t; � � �; �/ D
p
�;�
�;�.� � �; �/ �0..1C t /

5=4C3p0 j� � �j/

�j�j1=2 � �j� � �j1=2 � �j�j1=2
:
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Note that the following estimate holds for any �; �; � 2 fC;�g:ˇ̌
�j�j1=2 � �j� � �j1=2 � �j�j1=2

ˇ̌
�.� � �; �/

&
�
j� � �j1=2 �

ˇ̌ j�j � j�j

j�j1=2 C j�j1=2

ˇ̌�
�.� � �; �/

& j� � �j1=2�.� � �; �/:

With the above estimate, from Lemma 2.4 and (3.59), the following estimates hold
for � 2 fp;N1g: X

�;�;�2fC;�g

kq�;��;�.� � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2
. 2.2�C1/k;(3.63)

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

k@tq
�;�
�;�.t; � � �; �/kS1k;k1;k2

. .1C t /�12.2�C1/k :(3.64)

From (3.63) and (3.64), the symbols q�;��;�.���; �/ and @tq
�;�
�;�.t; ���; �/ do not

contribute any smallness when j� � �j � j�j. As SU is forced to be put in L2 and
the symbol cannot cover the loss of p derivatives of smallness, there is a potential
problem when j� � �j is the smallest inside the time derivative of ES;low1

mod .t/.
To get around this issue, we will add quartic correction terms to cancel prob-

lematic quartic terms inside dES;low 1
mod .t/=dt . We first identify those problematic

quartic terms by calculating dES;low1
mod =dt as follows:

ƒ�4

�
d

dt
E
S;low1
mod

�
D

X
�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

G�;��;� C
X

�;�;�0;�02fC;�g

G��;�I�0;�0 ;

where

G�;��;� D Re

� Z �
7ƒ�3Œ@t .SU /��.�/2.SU /�.� � �/cU�.�/(3.65)

C2.SU /�.�/7ƒ�2Œ.@tSU /� �.� � �/cU�.�/
C2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/4ƒ�3Œ@tU� �.�/

�
� q�;��;�.t; � � �; �/

C2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/cU�.�/
� @tq

�;�
�;�.t; � � �; �/d� d�

�
;
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G��;�I�0;�0 D Re

� Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/bU�0.� � �/bU�0.�/

� e
�;1
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/

C cU�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/bU�0.� � �/bU�0.�/
� e

�;2
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/d� d� d�

�
;

where

(3.66)

e�;1�;�.t; �; �; �/ D
X

�2fC;�g

q�;��;�.t; � � �; �/P� Œq��0;��0.� � �; �/�

C q�
0;�

�;� .t; � � �; � � �/P�� Œq
1
�;���0.�;��/�;

(3.67) e�;2�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/ D
X

�2fC;�g

q�
0;�

�;� .t; � � �; �� �/P�� Œq
2
�;���0.�;��/�;

and P�Œf � WD f�. From (3.63), (3.64), (3.57), and (2.6) in Lemma 2.3, the fol-
lowing estimate holds:

(3.68) ke�;1�;�.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3
C ke�;2�;�.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3

.

2k=2C.2�C2/maxfk1;k2;k3g:

Note that G�;��;� is not problematic. There are two types of terms inside G�;��;� :

(i) a term like 2.SU /�.�/ 7ƒ�2Œ.@tSU /� �.� � �/cU�.�/, which is quartic and
higher. As we can gain a half degree of smallness from the symbol of
7ƒ�2Œ.@tSU /� �.� � �/, losing p derivatives in SU is not a issue.

(ii) all other terms inside G�;��;� . Note that the decay rate of those terms is at
least .1C t /�3=2C2p0 . The extra gain of .1C t /�1=2 can cover the loss of
p derivatives in SU . More precisely, we lose at most j���j�p. Recall that
j���j & .1C t /�5=4�3p0 inside the support of the cutoff function. Hence,
we lose at most .1C t /1=4Cp0 , which can be covered from the extra gain
of .1C t /�1=2.

Recall (3.66), (3.67), (3.57), (3.63), and (3.64). We know that the new intro-
duced symbols q�;�. � ; � / and qi�;�. � ; � / inside e�;i�;�.t; �; �; �/, i 2 f1; 2g, con-
tribute half degrees of smallness, which is less than or equal to the second smallest
number among �, ���, ��� , and � . Intuitively speaking, as ��.���C���C�/ D
0, we know that the largest two numbers are comparable. Note that the half degree
of smallness is less than the biggest number, which implies that the half degree of
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smallness is less than the second largest. Therefore, it is less than or equal to the
second smallest number.

As a result, after combining the estimate (3.68) with the discussion in the last
paragraph, the following estimate holds:

(3.69)

e�;1�;�.t; �; �; �/ k.�/ k1.� � �/ k2.� � �/ k3.�/S1
C
e�;2�;�.t; �; �; �/ k.�/ k1.� � �/ k2.� � �/ k3.�/S1
. min

˚
2k=2C.2�C2/maxfk1;k2;k3g;

2Sminfk;k1;k2;k3g=2C.2�C2/maxfk1;k2;k3gg;

where “Sminfk; k1; k2; k3g” denotes the second smallest number among k; k1; k2;
and k3.

Recall the detailed formula of G��;�I�0;�0 in (3.65). By the L2-L1-type multi-
linear estimate, we put all SU in L2 and all U in L1. As a result, the total loss is
at most of size j�j�pj� � �j�p D 2�pk�pk1 . From (3.69), we can see that the loss
of 2�pk�pk1 can be covered by the symbol if 2k1 & 2Sminfk;k1;k2;k3g.

Recall that, due to the time-dependent cutoff function of j���j in (3.62), we have
j���j � .1Ct /�5=4�3p0 . Moreover, from (3.69), we know that the loss can also be
covered by the symbol if 2.1=2�p/k is less than 2�pk1 � j���j�p � .1Ct /1=4Cp0 .
Hence, we can further rule out the case when j�j � 2k � .1C t /�5=6�5p0 .

To sum up, the quartic terms inside G��;�I�0;�0 are only problematic if j� � �j is
the smallest number and not comparable with the second smallest number among
� , � � �, � � � , and � and j�j � 2k & .1C t /�5=6�5p0 .

For this problematic scenario, a key observation is that the size of phases in this
case is greater than the second smallest number instead of the smallest number
among �, � � �, � � � , and � . More precisely, the following estimate holds:

(3.70)

ˇ̌
�j�j1=2 � �j� � �j1=2 � �0j� � � j1=2 � �0j� j1=2

ˇ̌
�.� � �; � � �/�.� � �; �/

� �.� � �; �/ & minfj�j; j� � � j; j� jg1=2; �; �; �0; �0 2 fC;�g:

The above estimate is very similar to an estimate of phases, which will be used in
the L1-decay estimate part. Hence, we postpone the proof of (3.70) to the end of
Section 4.2.

As the size of phase is not small, we can divide the phase again to gain another
t�1=2 decay rate with the price of 2�Sminfk;k1;k2;k3g=2, which can be covered by the
symbol; see (3.69). This observation motivates us to define the following quartic
correction terms, which cancel out the problematic quartic terms inside G��;�I�0;�0 ,

(3.71)

E
S;low2
mod .t/ D

X
�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�0;�02fC;�g

Re

�Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/bU�0.� � �/bU�0.�/
� ze

�;1
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/

C cU�.� � �/2.SU /�.� � �/bU�0.�/bU�0.�/
� ze

�;2
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/d� d� d�

�
;
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where the superscript “low2” represents the second-level correction for the low-
frequency part and the symbol ze�;i�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/, i 2 f1; 2g, is given as follows:

ze
�;i
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/ D

e
�;i
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/�.� � �;minfj� j; j� � � j; j�jg/

�j�j1=2 � �j� � �j1=2 � �0j� � � j1=2 � �0j� j1=2
 �0

�
�.1C t /5=6C5p0

�
:

From (3.70) and (3.69), we can see that the loss from the denominator of ze�;i�;�I�0;�0
can be covered by the size of e�;i�;� , i 2 f1; 2g: As a result, from (3.57), (3.66),
(3.67), (3.63), (3.64), Lemma 2.4, and (2.6) in Lemma 2.3, the following estimates
hold: ze�;1�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3Cze�;2�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3(3.72)

. 2.2�C2/maxfk1;k2;k3g;

k@tze
�;1
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3

C k@tze
�;2
�;�I�0;�0.t; �; �; �/kS1k;k1;k2;k3

(3.73)

. .1C t /�12.2�C2/maxfk1;k2;k3g:

Note that j�j�pj� � �j�p . .1 C t /5=12C2p0 � .1 C t /1=2�100p0 inside the
support. Hence, the extra gain of t�1=2 is sufficient to close the argument.

From the above discussion, we define the total correction terms for the low-
frequency part of energy as follows:

(3.74) E
S;low
mod .t/ WD E

S;low1
mod .t/CE

S;low2
mod .t/:

LEMMA 3.7. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29), we have

(3.75) sup
t2Œ0;T �

ˇ̌
E
S;low
mod .t/

ˇ̌
. �20 ;

(3.76)
ˇ̌̌̌
dE

S;low
mod .t/

dt
�

X
�Dp;N1

Re

�Z
@�xSU

1@�xQ
S
2 C @

�
xSU

2@�xQ
S
4

�ˇ̌̌̌
.

.1C t /�1C2p0�31 :

PROOF. Recall (3.61). From (3.63) and the L2-L1-type bilinear estimate (2.7)
in Lemma 2.3, the following estimate holds:

(3.77)

ˇ̌
E
S;low1
mod .t/

ˇ̌
. kSU.t/k2

HN1;p
kU.t/kW 3

X
k2Z;

2k�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

2�pk

. .1C t /�1=4C10p0�31 . �20 :
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Recall (3.71). From (3.72) and the L2-L1-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in
Lemma 2.3, we haveˇ̌

E
S;low2
mod .t/j

.
X

2k1�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

X
2k�.1Ct/�5=6�5p0

2�pk1�pk.kSU kHN1;p C kU kHN0;p /
2
kU k2

W 3

. .1C t /�1=2�41 . �20 :(3.78)

From (3.77) and (3.78), we can see that the desired estimate (3.75) holds. From
(3.60), (3.72), (3.73), and the L2-L1-type multilinear estimate in Lemma 2.3, the
following estimate holds:

(3.79)

LHS of (3.76)

.
X

�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

ˇ̌
G�;��;�

ˇ̌
C

ˇ̌̌̌ X
�Dp;N1

X
�;�;�0;�02fC;�g

G��;�I�0;�0 C
d

dt
E
S;low2
mod .t/

ˇ̌̌̌

C

X
�;�;�2fC;�g

ˇ̌̌̌ Z
2.SU /�.�/2.SU /�.� � �/cU�.�/p�;��;�.� � �; �/ �0
� ..1C t /5=4C3p0 j� � �j/d� d�

ˇ̌̌̌
. kSU k2

HN1;p

�
.1C t /�1=2kU kW 3 C kU kHN0;p .1C t /

�.1C2p0/
�

C .kSU kHN1;p C kU kHN0;p /
2
kU k2

W 3

C

X
2k1�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

X
2k�.1Ct/�5=6�5p0

2�pk1�pk
�
kƒ�2Œ@tSU �kHN1;pkSU kHN1;pkU k

2
W 3

C kSU k2
HN1;p

kU kW 2kƒ�2Œ@tU �kW 2

�
C

X
2k1�.1Ct/�5=4�3p0

2�pk1kSU k2
HN1;p

kU kW 3kƒ�2Œ@tU �kW 3

. .1C t /�1C2p0�31 :

In the above estimate, we used the following simple fact, which is derived from the
Sobolev embedding:

kƒ�2Œ@tU �kW 3 . kU kW 3kU kW 4 . kU k3=2C10p0
WN2

kU k
1=2�2p0
HN0;p

: �

Combining (3.26), (3.28), (3.53), (3.55), (3.75), and (3.76), we can see that our
desired energy estimate (2.31) in Proposition (2.7) holds.

4 Improved Dispersion Estimate
The goal of this section is to derive the sharp decay rate of the nonlinear solution

under the bootstrap assumptions (2.29), hence finishing the bootstrap argument. To
simplify the notation, we define ƒ WD jrj1=2 and ƒ.�/ WD j�j1=2 throughout this
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section. From (2.31) in Proposition (2.7), we have

(4.1) sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /�p0
�
k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;p C kS.U

1; U 2/kHN1;p

�
. �0:

From the improved energy estimate (4.1), we can first rule out the very-low-fre-
quency case and the very-high-frequency case as follows:

(4.2)

X
2k�.1Ct/�5=3�2p0

or 2k�.1Ct/10=89Cp0

Pk.U 1; U 2/WN2

.
X

2k�.1Ct/�5=3�2p0

or 2k�.1Ct/10=89Cp0

2k=2CN2kC
Pk.U 1; U 2/L2 . .1C t /�1=2�0:

To derive the sharp decay estimate for the case when .1 C t /�5=3�2p0 � j�j �
.1C t /10=89Cp0 , we use the following auxiliary Z-normed space:

(4.3) khkZ WD kj�j
ˇ .1C j�j /h.�/kL1

�
; ˇ D

3

4
� p0;  D N2 C 2p0;

and the linear decay estimate (4.4) in Lemma 4.2.

Remark 4.1. TheZ-normed space in (4.3) is similar but much weaker than the one
used in [21]. The ˇ used there is 1

100
. Due to the infinite energy setting, ˇ needs to

be greater than 1
2

. Otherwise, the finiteness of the Z-norm implies the finiteness of
energy and the neutrality of the physical velocity. The choice of ˇ in (4.3), which is
suggested by the linear decay estimate (4.4), guarantees that the Z-norm is weaker
than the energy spaces that we used in this paper but strong enough to prove the
sharp decay rate of the nonlinear solution.

LEMMA 4.2. For any t; jt j � 1, k 2 Z, � 2 .0; 1
2
�, and f 2 L2.R/, the following

estimate holds:

(4.4)
keitƒPkf kL1 . jt j�1=223k=4k yf kL1

C jt j�.1=2C�=2/2.1��/k=4
�
2kk@� yf kL2 C kf kL2

�
:

Remark 4.3. From the second term on the right-hand side of the estimate (4.4),
we know that p should be strictly less than 1=4 to guarantee the sharp decay rate
(i.e., t�1=2) of the nonlinear solution. The main reason for this conclusion is that
2pkŒ2kk@� yf kL2 C kf kL2 �, which corresponds to the energy of the nonlinear so-
lution, is expected to grow appropriately.

PROOF. Note that estimate (4.4) is scaling invariant. It is sufficient to prove it
for the case when k D 0. The proof is very similar to the proof of linear decay
estimates in [20, 22, 24]. With minor modifications, one can redo the argument
in [20] to derive (4.4) without any problems. �

The strategy that we will use to get the sharp decay estimate for U 1 and U 2 is
as follows:
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(i) Recall (3.1). We will first derive the equation satisfied by the normal form
transformation (V1 and V2) of U 1 and U 2, which is cubic and higher. Then we
show that the decay rates of .U 1; U 2/ and .V1; V2/ are comparable.

(ii) We prove that the Z-norm of the profile of .V1; V2/ does not grow with
respect to time. Hence, V1 and V2 decay sharply from Lemma 4.2. As the decay
rate of .U 1; U 2/ is the same as that for .V1; V2/, we know that U 1 and U 2 also
decay sharply.

Recall (3.1). Define V D V1C iV2 and S WD f.C;C;C/; .C;C;�/; .C;�;�/;
.�;�;�/g. As the equation satisfied by V is cubic and higher, we can write it as

(4.5) .@t C iƒ/V D
X

.�1;�2;�3/2S

C�1;�2;�3.V
�1 ; V �2 ; V �3/CR.t/;

where R.t/ represents the quartic and higher-order terms. Define f .t/ WD eitƒV .
We use yfk.t; �/ to abbreviate yf .t; �/ k.�/ throughout this section.

LEMMA 4.4. Under the smallness condition (2.29) and the improved energy esti-
mate (4.1), the following estimates hold for t 2 Œ0; T �:

k.V1 � U
1; V2 � U

2/.t/kWN2 . .1C t /�5=8�21 ; kV.t/kWN2 . .1C t /�1=2�1;(4.6)

sup
k2Z

�
2k�=5C7kCkPkf .t/kL2 C 2

k�=5k�@� yf .�; t/ k.�/kL2
�

. .1C t /p0�0:(4.7)

PROOF. From the estimate (3.7), the bilinear estimate (2.7) in Lemma 2.3, and
Sobolev embedding, our desired estimate (4.6) holds as follows:

kA1.U
1; U 1/kWN2 C kA2.U

2; U 2/kWN2 C kB.U
1; U 2/kWN2

.
X
k2Z

25k=4CN2kCk.P�kU
1; P�kU

2/kW 0k.PkU
1; PkU

2/k
1=2
L1k.PkU

1; PkU
2/k

1=2

L2

C

X
k2Z

X
k1�k

2k1=4CkCN2k1;CkPkU
1
kL4kPkU

2
kL1

. k.U 1; U 2/k1=2
HN0;p

k.U 1; U 2/k
3=2

WN2
. .1C t /�5=8�21 ;

We also have the following L2- type estimate:

kA1.U
1; U 1/.t/kHN0�1;p C kA2.U

2; U 2/.t/kHN0�1;p

C kB.U 1; U 2/.t/kHN0�1;p

. k.U 1; U 2/.t/kHN0;pk.U
1; U 2/.t/kW 0 . .1C t /�.1=2�p0/�21 ;

which further gives us the following estimate:

(4.8) sup
t2Œ0;T �

sup
k2Z

.1C t /�p02k�=5C7kCkPkf .t/kL2 . �0:
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Recall that A. � ; � / is a symmetric bilinear operator. Hence, the following estimate
holds for any fixed k 2 Z:Pk�SA1.U 1; U 1/�L2

.
Pk�A1.SU 1; U 1/�L2 C Pk�A1.U 1; U 1/�L2

.
X

k1�k�4

2k
�PkU 1L2Pk1.SU 1/L1PkU 1L1Pk1.SU 1/L2�1=2

C 2k
Pk.SU 1; U 1/L2kU 1kW 0

.
X

k1�k�4

2k1=42k
Pk1.SU 1/L2PkU 11=2L2 PkU 11=2L1 C .1C jt j/�1=2Cp0�21

. .1C t /�1=4C2p0�21 . �0:

By using the same argument, we can show that

(4.9) sup
k2Z

Pk�SA2.U 2; U 2/�L2 C PkŒSB.U 1; U 2/�L2 . �0:

Note that bSV .�/ D e�it j�j1=2.t@t � 2�@� � 2/ yf .t; �/: Hence

(4.10) sup
t2Œ0;T �

sup
k2Z

.1C t /�p02k�=5k.t@t � 2�@�/ yf .t; �/ k.�/kL2 . �0:

From the estimate (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, the L2-L1-L1-type trilinear estimate
(2.8) in Lemma 2.3 and (A.7) in Lemma A.1, the following estimate holds:

(4.11)

kt@tf kL2

. t
X

k1;k2;k32Z

2medfki g=222maxfki gkPminfki g.e
�itƒf /kL1

� kPmedfki g.e
�itƒf /kL1kPmaxfki gf kL2 C tkRkL2

. tkV.t/k2
W 1=2kV kH2;p . .1C jt j/p0�31 . .1C jt j/p0�0:

Combining (4.8), (4.10), and (4.11), it is easy to see that the desired estimate (4.7)
holds. With minor modifications, we can also derive the following estimate:

�(4.12) sup
.1Ct/�5=3�2p0�2k

�.1Ct/10=89Cp0

2k�=5CN1kk�@� yf .t; �/ k.�/kL2 . .1C t /p0�0:

From (4.7) and (4.12), the following estimate holds:X
.1Ct/�5=3�2p0�2k

�.1Ct/10=89Cp0

2k=8CN2kC
�
2k
@� yf  k.�/L2 C kPkf kL2� . .1C jt j/1=4�2p0�0:

Hence, from the above estimate and (4.4) in Lemma 4.2, it is sufficient to derive
the improved Z-norm estimate of f to derive the sharp decay estimate of V .
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4.1 Setup of the Z -Norm Estimate
After writing the cubic terms on the Fourier side and doing the Littlewood-Paley

decomposition for all inputs, we have

F.eitƒC�1;�2;�3.V �1 ; V �2 ; V �3//.�/ WD iI �1;�2;�3.t; �/

D i
X

k1;k2;k32Z

I
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/;

I
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/ D

Z
R�R

eit ˆ�1;�2;�3 .�;�;�/ c�1;�2;�3.� � �; � � �; �/bf �1
k1
.t; � � �/

�
bf �2
k2
.t; � � �/bf �3

k3
.t; �/d� d�;

where the phase ˆ�1;�2;�3. � ; � ; � / is defined as follows:

ˆ�1;�2;�3.�; �; �/ D ƒ.�/ � �1ƒ.� � �/ � �2ƒ.� � �/ � �3ƒ.�/; .�1; �2; �3/ 2 S:

The precise formulas of symbols c�1;�2;�3. � ; � ; � /, .�1; �2; �3/ 2 S do not play
many roles. Knowing the estimate of the S1-norm of symbols c�1;�2;�3. � ; � ; � / is
sufficient. More precisely, we have the following lemma:

LEMMA 4.5. For any .�1; �2; �3/ 2 S, k; k1; k2; k3 2 Z, the following estimate
holds:

(4.13) kc�1;�2;�3.� � �; � � �; �/kS1
k;k1;k2;k3

. 2medfk1;k2;k3g=222maxfk1;k2;k3g;

where medfk1; k2; k3g denotes the median among k1, k2, and k3:

Remark 4.6. We remark that a detailed analysis of cubic terms of the water waves
system (1.3) can be found in [21, app. B]. However, the main purposes in [21] are
different from our purposes; the estimate of symbols there is slightly different from
(4.13). For completeness, we provide an intuitive proof of (4.13).

PROOF OF (4.13). Recall that V D V1 C iV2, V1 D U 1 C A1.U
1; U 1/ C

A2.U
2; U 2/, and V2 D U 2 C B.U 1; U 2/. From the Taylor expansion of the

Dirichlet-Neumann operator in (2.1) and the definitions of Vi and Ui , i 2 f1; 2g, in
(2.16) and (3.1), we can calculate explicit formulas of c�1;�2;�3.���; ���; �/. Then,
we can see that our desired estimate (4.13) holds after applying the estimate (2.9)
in Lemma 2.4. Unfortunately, the details of the formulas of c�1;�2;�3.���; ���; �/
are very tedious. So, in the following, we will provide a more intuitive proof, which
explains why our desired estimate (4.13) should hold.

Note that there are two sources of cubic terms that contribute to the cubic terms
inside the equation (4.5) satisfied by V . One of them comes from ƒ3Œ@tU1� and
ƒ3Œ@tU2�. The other one comes from A1.ƒ2Œ@tU

1�; U 1/, A2.ƒ2Œ@tU 2�; U 2/,
B.ƒ2Œ@tU

1�; U 2/, and B.U 1; ƒ2Œ@tU 1�/.
Our desired estimate (4.13) follows from the following facts:
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(i) The symbols of cubic terms are all homogeneous of degree 5
2

in terms
of U 1 and U 2. Hence, to prove (4.13), we only have to consider the case when
medfkig � maxfkig � 10.

(ii) Cubic terms lose at most two derivatives. From (2.17), we knowƒ3Œ@tU1�

and ƒ3Œ@tU2� lose at most one derivative. From (3.7) in Lemma 3.1 and (2.24) in
Lemma (2.5), we know that cubic terms, A1.ƒ2Œ@tU 1�; U 1/, A2.ƒ2Œ@tU 2�; U 2/,
B.ƒ2Œ@tU

1�; U 2/, and B.U 1; ƒ2Œ@tU 1�/, lose at most two derivatives. To sum
up, we know that the size of the symbol contributes at least a half degree smallness
of the medium frequency.

To see why fact (i) holds, note that the symbols of normal form transformations
A1. � ; � /, A2. � ; � /, and B. � ; � / are all homogeneous of degree 1 and the symbols
of quadratic terms ƒ2Œ@tU 1� and ƒ2Œ@tU 2� are all homogeneous of degree 3

2
.

Therefore, the symbols of all cubic terms that come from the normal form trans-
formation are homogeneous of degree 5

2
. Intuitively speaking, the cubic term of

@tU
1 is either of type @xh@xh@x or of type @xjrj jrj jrj ; the cubic term

of @tU 2 is of type jrj1=2.@x @x @xh/ or of type jrj1=2.h@xh@xh/. Recall that
ƒ1Œ � D jrj

�1=2U 2 and ƒ1Œh� D U 1. Now it is easy to see that they are all
homogeneous of degree 5

2
. �

As in [22], we need to modify the phase of the profile first to successfully close
the argument and see the modified scattering property. We define

(4.14)
c�.�; x; y/ WD cC;C;�.� C x; � C y;�� � x � y/;

zc.�/ WD �8�j�j3=2c�.�; 0; 0/;

and the modified phase as follows:

(4.15) L.t; �/ WD zc.�/

Z t

0

j yf .s; �/j2
ds

1C s
; g.t; �/ WD eiL.t;�/ yf .t; �/:

Hence

(4.16)

@tg.t; �/ D ie
iL.t;�/

�
IC;C;�.t; �/C zc.�/

j yf .t; �/j2

1C t
yf .t; �/

�
C ieiL.t;�/ŒIC;C;C.t; �/C IC;�;�.t; �/C I�;�;�.t; �/�

C eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/:

From (4.16), we can see that the modified phase is only effective for the cubic
term IC;C;�.t; �/, which is the only one that has nonempty space-time resonance
set.

Now, our main goal is reduced to proving the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 4.7. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29) and the assumption

(4.17) sup
t2Œ0;T 0�

k yf .t/kZ . �1; T 0 2 .0; T �;
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there exists p1 > 0 such that the following estimate holds for any m 2 N and any
t1; t2 2 Œ2

m�1; 2mC1� � Œ0; T 0�:

(4.18) kj�j3=4�p0.1C j�jN2C2p0/.g.t2; �/ � g.t1; �//kL1
�

. 2�p1m�0:

Hence, we have T 0 D T and

(4.19)

sup
t2Œ0;T �

k yf .t/kZ D sup
t2Œ0;T �

kg.t/kZ . �0;

sup
t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /1=2kV.t/kWN2 . �0:

Now we restrict ourselves to the time interval Œ2m�1; 2mC1� � Œ0; T 0� and refor-
mulate estimates (4.6), (4.7), and (4.17) as follows:

sup
k2Z
kPkf kL2 . �02

p0m2�k�=5�7kC ;

sup
k2Z
kF.Pkf /.�/kL1

�
. �12

�ˇk2�kC ;

sup
k2Z
k�@� yf .�/ k.�/kL2 . �02

p0m2�k�=5;

sup
k2Z
ke�itƒPkf kL1x . �12

�m=22�N2kC :

LEMMA 4.8. For any k 2 Z and f 2 L2.R/, we have

(4.20) k yPkf k
2
L1
�

. 2�kk yf kL2
�
2kk@� yf kL2 C k

yf kL2
�
:

PROOF. The proof is standard. Because the desired estimate (4.20) is scale
invariant, we only have to prove it for the case when k D 0, which follows directly
from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Or one can find a detailed proof in [22,
24]. �

From estimate (4.20) in Lemma 4.8, the following estimates hold when j�j �
2�21p0m or j�j � 220p0m,

sup
j�j�2�21p0m

or j�j�220p0m

jj�j3=4�p0.1C j�jN2C2p0/g.t; �/j

D sup
j�j�2�21p0m

or j�j�220p0m

ˇ̌
j�j3=4�p0.1C j�jN2C2p0/f .t; �/

ˇ̌
. sup
k��21p0m

�02
p0m2.1=4�p0/k�k=5

C sup
k�20p0m

�02
.1=4CN2Cp0/k�.N0�1/k=22p0m . �02

�p0m:

Hence, to prove (4.18), it remains to consider the case when 2�21p0m � j�j �
220p0m. For this case, we need to use the equation satisfied by the modified profile
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g.t; �/. Recalling (4.16), we have the following identity:

g.t2; �/ � g.t1; �/ D
X

k1;k2;k32Z

X
.�1;�2;�3/2S

J
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

C

Z t2

t1

eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/dt;

where

J
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

WD

Z t2

t1

ieiL.t;�/
�
I
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/Czc.�/
yfk1.t; �/

yx
k3
f .t;��/

1C t
yfk2.t; �/

�
ds;

J
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

WD

Z t2

t1

ieiL.t;�/I
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/dt;

.�1; �2; �3/ 2 f.C;C;C/; .C;�;�/; .�;�;�/g:

The argument naturally aligns into two parts: a Z-norm estimate for the cubic
terms and a Z-norm estimate for the remainder term.

4.2 Z -Norm Estimate for the Cubic Terms
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 4.9. For t1; t2 2 Œ2m�1; 2mC1� � Œ0; T 0�, j�j WD 2k 2 Œ2�21p0m;

220p0m�, the following estimate holds under the bootstrap assumptions (2.29) and
(4.17):

(4.21)
X

k1;k2;k32Z

X
.�1;�2;�3/2S

J �1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

 k.�/

Z

. 2�p0m�31 :

LEMMA 4.10. Under the assumptions in Proposition 4.9, the following estimate
holds if k1; k2; k3 2 Œk � 10; k C 10�:

(4.22)
JC;C;�
k1;k2;k3

 k.�/

Z

. 2�2p0m:

PROOF. The idea of proof is very similar to the proof of [20, lemma 6.4]. Be-
cause the setting of function spaces is changed, and also for self-completeness, we
still give a detailed proof here.

We first do a change of variables to transform .� � �; �� �; �/ into .� C �; � C
�;�� � � � �/. Hence, we have .�; �/ D .0; 0/ at the critical point .�; �;��/
(corresponding to the space-time resonance set). After the change of variables, we
decompose IC;C;�

k1;k2;k3
.t; �/ as follows:

(4.23) I
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/ D

kC10X
l1;l2Dxl

Jl1;l2.t; �/;
xl D �.1 � 100p0/m=2C 3k=4;
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where

Jl1;l2.t; �/ D

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/bfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/;

� c�.�; �; �/ 
xl
l1
.�/ 

xl
l2
.�/d� d�;

where c�. � ; � ; � / is defined in (4.14); the phase ˆ.�; �; �/ is defined as

ˆ.�; �; �/ WD ƒ.�/ �ƒ.� C �/ �ƒ.� C �/Cƒ.�� � � � �/;

and the cutoff function  l1
l2
.�/ is defined as

 
l1
l2
.�/ D

(
 l2.�/ if l2 > l1;
 �l1.�/ if l2 D l1:

Case 1. We first consider the case when l2 � maxfl1; xl C 1g. For this case, we
have

(4.24) j@�ˆ.�; �; �/j 
xl
l2
.�/ D jƒ0.�C�C�/�ƒ0.�C�/j 

xl
l2
.�/ & 2l22�3k=2:

After integrating by parts in �, we can derive the estimate

(4.25) jJl1;l2.t; �/j . 2�m
�ˇ̌
J 1l1;l2.t; �/

ˇ̌
C
ˇ̌
J 2l1;l2.t; �/

ˇ̌�
;

where

J 1l1;l2.t; �/ D

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/bfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/@�r1.�; �; �/d� d�;

J 2l1;l2.�; s/ D

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/@�

�bfk1.t; � C �/bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/�bfk2.t; � C �/r1.�; �; �/d� d�;
where

r1.�; �; �/ WD
c�.�; �; �/ 

xl
l1
.�/ 

xl
l2
.�/

@�ˆ.�; �; �/
:

From Lemma 2.4, (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, and (4.24), the following estimate holds:

(4.26)
kr1.�; �; �/ k.�/kS1 . 2�l2C4k;

kr1.�; �; �/ k.�/kS1 . 2�l2�l1C4k C 2�l2C3k :

Therefore, from (4.26) and the L2-L2-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in Lemma
2.3, the following estimates hold:ˇ̌
J 1l1;l2.t; �/

ˇ̌
.
�
2�l2�l124k C 2�l2C3k

�bfk1.t; � C �/ xll1.�/L2
�
bfk2.t; � C �/ xll2.�/L2e�itƒPk3f L1

. .2�l2�l124k C 2�l2C3k/2.l1Cl2/=2kbf k.t; �/k2L12�m=2�N2kC�1

. 2�50p0m�312
�6kC ;
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J 2l1;l2.t; �/

ˇ̌
.

X
fi;j gDf1;3g

2�l2C4kk@� yf .�; s/ ki .�/kL2kPkj f kL2ke
�itƒPk2f kL1

. 2�l2�m=2C2p0m2.3�2p/k�.N2CN0�1/kC�31 . 2�50p0m2�6kC�31 :

To sum up, we have

(4.27) jJl1;l2.t; �/j . �312
�.1C50p0/m2�6kC :

The symmetric case when l1 � maxfl2; xlg can be handled similarly.

Case 2. It remains to consider the case when l1 D l2 D xl . Note that the
following estimate holds for this case:

(4.28)
ˇ̌̌̌
Jxl;xl.�; s/C

zc.�/bfk1.t; �/bfk2.t; �/bxfk3.t;��/
t C 1

ˇ̌̌̌
. jI1j C jI2j C jI3j;

where

I1 D
Z

R2

�
eitˆ.�;�;�/ � e�it��=.4j�j

3=2/
�bfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/

�
bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/c�.�; �; �/ 

xl
xl
.�/ 

xl
xl
.�/d� d�;

I2 D
Z

R2
e�it��=.4j�j

3=2/
hbfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/c�.�; �; �/
�bfk1.t; �/bfk2.t; �/bxfk3.t;��/c�.�; 0; 0/

i
 
xl
xl
.�/ 

xl
xl
.�/d� d�;

I3 D
Z

R2
e�it��=.4j�j

3=2/bfk1.t; �/bfk2.t; �/bxfk3.t;��/c�.�; 0; 0/ 
xl
xl
.�/ 

xl
xl
.�/d� d�

C
zc.�/bfk1.t; �/bfk2.t; �/bxfk3.t;��/

t C 1
:

Note that, ˇ̌̌̌
ˆ.�; �; �/C

��

4j�j3=2

ˇ̌̌̌
. 2�5k=2.j�j C j� j/3:

Hence, after using the estimate (4.13) in Lemma 4.5 and the size of the support of
� and � , the following estimate holds:

(4.29)
jI1j . �312

m25
xl2�9k=4�3N2kC

. �312
�6kC�.3�1000p0/m=2 . �02

�6kC2�.1C50p0/m:

Note thatˇ̌
yfl.s; � C �/ � yfl.s; �/

ˇ̌
. j�j1=2

@� yfl.s/L2 ; jc�.�; �; �/ � c�.�; 0; 0/j xlxl .�/ xlxl .�/
. 23k=22

xl :
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From above estimates, the following estimate holds after using the estimate (4.13)
in Lemma 4.5 and the size of the support of � and � :

(4.30)
jI2j . 2�k�=525

xl=2�2N2kCCk�31 C 2
3k=2�9k=4C3xl�3N2kC�31

. �312
�6kC�.1C50p0/m:

We proceed to estimate I3. Note the fact (see also [21]) that

(4.31)
Z

R�R
e�ixy� .x=N/� .y=N/dx dy D 2� CO.N�1=2/:

Through scaling, the following estimate holds from (4.31),ˇ̌̌̌ Z
R2
e�is��=.4j�j

3=2/ 
xl
xl
.�/ 

xl
xl
.�/d� d��

4j�j3=2

s
.2�/

ˇ̌̌̌
. 2�.1C25p0/m23k=2;

which leads to the following estimate:

(4.32) jI3j . �312
7k=4�3N2kC2�.1C25p0/m . �312

�6kC2�.1C25p0/m:

To sum up, from (4.29), (4.30), and (4.32), the following estimate holds:

(4.28) . �312
�.1C25p0/m2�6kC ;

therefore finishing the proof. �

Now, it remains to consider the case when ki … Œk � 10; k C 10� for some i 2

f1; 2; 3g. Therefore, the term bfk1.t; �/bxfk3.t;��/bfk2.t; �/ k.�/ vanishes. From
now on, we can drop this term inside JC;C;�

k1;k2;k3
.

LEMMA 4.11. For any .�1; �2; �3/ 2 S, we have the following rough estimates:

(4.33)

ˇ̌
I
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
ˇ̌

. 2minfki g=423medfki g=4�N2medfki gC

� 25maxfki g=4�N2maxfki gC�31 ;

(4.34)
jI
�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/j . 2medfki g=222maxfki gke�itƒPminfki gf kL1

� kPmedfki gf kL2kPmaxfki gf kL2 :

PROOF. From (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, the desired estimate (4.33) follows straight-
forwardly after putting all inputs into the Z-normed space. From (4.13) in Lemma
4.5 and the L2-L1-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in Lemma 2.3, (4.34) holds
straightforwardly. �

Recall that 2�21p0m � j�j � 220p0m. From (4.33) and (4.34), the following
estimate holds when medfkig � �.1C 100p0/m or minfkig � �4.1C 100p0/m
or maxfkig � .1C 100p0/m=5:

(4.35) sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

ˇ̌
j�j3=4�p0.1Cj�jN2C2p0/I

�1;�2;�3
k1;k2;k3

.�; t/
ˇ̌

. �312
�.1Cp0/m;
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which is sufficient for most cases in our desired estimate (4.21). Therefore, it is
sufficient to consider fixed k1; k2; and k3 in the following range:

(4.36)
�.1C 100p0/m � medfkig � maxfkig � .1C 100p0/m=5;

minfkig � �4.1C 100p0/m:

LEMMA 4.12. If k1; k2; k3 satisfies the estimate (4.36) and one of the following
two conditions is satisfied:

maxfjk1 � kj; jk2 � kj; jk3 � kjg � 20; medfkig �minfkig � 10;

maxfjk1 � kj; jk2 � kj; jk3 � kjg � 20; minfkig � �.5=7 � 1000p0/m;

then the following estimate holds:

(4.37) sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

ˇ̌
j�j3=4�p0.1C j�j/N2C2p0I

C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
ˇ̌

. �312
�.1C2p0/m:

PROOF.

Case 1. We first consider the case when maxfjk1 � k3j; jk2 � k3jg � 5 and
minfkig � �.5=7 � 1000p0/m. Note that

@�ˆ D ƒ
0.�C �C �/�ƒ0.�C �/; @�ˆ.�; �; �/ D ƒ

0.�C �C �/�ƒ0.�C �/:

From the symmetry between inputs and without loss of generality, we assume that
jk1 � k3j � 5. Hence

(4.38) j@�ˆ.�; �; �/j D jƒ
0.� C �/ �ƒ0.� C �C �/j & 2�minfk1;k3g=2:

After integration by parts in �, we can derive the following estimate:

(4.39)

ˇ̌
I
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
ˇ̌

.
ˇ̌
J 1
k1;k2;k3

ˇ̌
C
ˇ̌
J 2
k1;k2;k3

ˇ̌
;

J 1
k1;k2;k3

WD
1

t

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/bf C

k1
.t; � C �/bf C

k2
.t; � C �/

�bf �k3.t;�� � � � �/@�r2.�; �; �/d� d�;

J 2
k1;k2;k3

WD
1

t

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/@�

�bf C
k1
.t; � C �/bf �k3.t;�� � � � �/

�
�
bf C
k2
.t; � C �/r2.�; �; �/d� d�;

where

r2.�; �; �/ D
c�.�; �; �/ k1.� C �/ k2.� C �/ k3.� C �C �/

@�ˆ.�; �; �/
:

From (4.38), (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, and Lemma 2.4, the following estimates hold:

kr2.�; �; �/kS1 . 2minfk1;k3g=22medfk1;k2;k3g=222maxfk1;k2;k3g;(4.40)

k@�r2.�; �; �/kS1 . 2�minfk1;k3g=22medfk1;k2;k3g=222maxfk1;k2;k3g:(4.41)
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Therefore, from (4.40), (4.41), and the L2-L2-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in
Lemma 2.3, the following estimates hold:

(4.42)

ˇ̌
J 1
k1;k2;k3

ˇ̌
. 2�minfki g=2Cmedfki g=2C2maxfki g

� 2�mke�isƒPminf kL1kPmedf kL2kPmaxf kL2

. �312
2maxfki g2�.1C100p0/m2�4maxfk1;k2;k3gC . �312

�.1C100p0/m;ˇ̌
J 2
k1;k2;k3

ˇ̌
. 2�m2minfk1;k3g=22medfk1;k2;k3g=222maxfk1;k2;k3g

�
�
k@� yf .�; s/ k1.�/kL2kPmaxfk2;k3gf kL2ke

�isƒPminfk2;k3gf kL1

C k@� yf .�; s/ k3.�/kL2ke
�isƒPminfk1;k2gf kL1kPmaxfk1;k2gf kL2

�
. �312

�7minfki g=102�3m=2 C �312
�3m=223maxfki gC=2

. �312
�.1C100p0/m:

From the above estimates, (4.39), and the fact that j�j � 220p0m, the following
estimate holds:

(4.43)
ˇ̌
j�j3=4�p0.1C j�j/N2C2p0I

C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
ˇ̌

.

2�.1C100p0/mC80p0m�31 . 2�.1C2p0/m�31 ;

hence finishing the proof. We remark that when jk2�k3j � 5 the argument is very
similar as we can do integration by parts with respect to � .

Case 2. Now we consider the case when maxfjk1 � k3j; jk2 � k3jg � 5 and
min � �.5=7� 1000p0/m. Recalling that maxfjk1 � kj; jk2 � kj; jk3 � kjg � 20,
we know that minfk1; k2; k3g � kC 10. As a result, the following estimate holds:

j� C �j � j� C � j � j� C � C �j � 2k1 ; j�j � 2k H) j�j � j� j � 2k1 ;

j@�ˆ.�; �; �/j D jƒ
0.� C �/ �ƒ0.� C �C �/j

& 2�k1=2 � 2�minfk1;k3g=2:
(4.44)

Note that estimates (4.44) and (4.38) are the same type. Hence the argument used
in Case 1 can be applied to this case. We can use integration by parts in � to derive
our desired estimate (4.43).

Case 3. For the case when medfkig � minfkig � 10, we can use the same
method used in Case 1 and Case 2. After integration by parts in � or � , the loss
of 2�minfki g=2 can be covered by 2medfki g=2 from the symbol. As a result, the
following estimate holds:ˇ̌

I
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
ˇ̌

. �312
�medfki g=52�3m=2 C �312

�3m=223maxfki gC=2

. �312
�.21�1000p0/m=20:
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In the above estimate, we have used the fact that medfkig � �.1C 100p0/m and
maxfkig � .1C 100p0/m=5; see (4.36). �

LEMMA 4.13. If k1; k2; k3 satisfies the estimate (4.36), maxfjk1 � kj; jk2 � kj;
jk3 � kjg � 20, minfkig < �.5=7 � 1000p0/m, and medfkig � minfkig � 10,
then the following estimate holds:

(4.45)
ˇ̌̌̌
j�j3=4�2p0.1Cj�jN2C2p0/

Z t2

t1

eiL.t;�/
�
I
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3

.t; �/
�
dt

ˇ̌̌̌
. 2�2p0m�31 :

PROOF. Define zk D minfk;medfkigg. Recall that �21p0m � k � 20p0m and
minfkig < �.5=7�1000p0/m. Hence minfk1; k2; k3g is much smaller than k. As
medfkig�minfkig � 10, we can see that the smallest number among k; k1; k2; k3,
which is minfkig, is much smaller than the second smallest number, which is zk.
As mentioned before, a very important observation for this case is that the size
of phase ˆ.�; �; �/ is determined by the second smallest number instead of the
smallest number. More precisely, the following estimate holds:

(4.46) jˆ.�; �; �/j & 2
zk=2:

To improve the presentation, we assume (4.46) is true first and postpone the proof
of (4.46) to the end of this subsection.

To prove (4.45), we do integration by parts in time. As a result, we haveˇ̌̌̌Z t2

t1

eiL.�;s/ŒI
C;C;�
k1;k2;k3I1

.�; s/�d s

ˇ̌̌̌
. jB1.t1; �/jC jB2.t2; �/jC jT1.�/jC jT2.�/j;

where for i 2 f1; 2g;

Bi .ti ; �/ D

Z
R2
eitiˆ.�;�;�/CiL.�;ti /bfk1.� C �; ti /bfk2.� C �; ti /
�
bxfk3.�� � � � �; ti /r3.�; �; �/d� d�;

T1.�/ D

Z t2

t1

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/CiL.t;�/@tL.t; �/bfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/
�
bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/r3.�; �; �/d� d� dt;

T2.�/ D

Z t2

t1

Z
R2
eitˆ.�;�;�/CiL.t;�/

� @t
�bfk1.t; � C �/bfk2.t; � C �/bxfk3.t;�� � � � �/�

� r3.�; �; �/d� d� dt;

r3.�; �; �/ D
c�.�; �; �/ k1.� C �/ k2.� C �/ k3.� C �C �/

ˆ.�; �; �/
:
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From (4.46), Lemma 2.4, and (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, the following estimate holds:

(4.47) kr3.�; �; �/kS1 . 2medfki g=2C2maxfki g�zk=2 . 25maxfki g=2C11p0m:

From (4.47), the L2-L2-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in Lemma 2.3 and the
fact that medfkig � �.1C 100p0/m, the following estimate holds:

jBi .ti ; �/j . 25maxfki g=2C11p0m
e�itiƒPminfki gf


L1
kPmedfki gf kL2kPmaxfki gf kL2

. 2�medfki g=5C23maxfki g=10�4maxfki gC�m=2C11p0m�31

. �312
�.3�1000p0/m=10:

Recall (4.15). From (4.13) in Lemma 4.5, the following estimate holds:

(4.48)
j@tL.t; �/ k.�/j . 2�mj�j4k yf .t; �/ k.�/k

2
L1
�

. 2�mC4kC�21 . 2�.1�100p0/m�0:

From (4.48), (4.47), and theL2-L2-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in Lemma 2.3,
the following estimate holds:

jT1.�/j . �02
m�.1�111p0/mC5maxfki g=2ke�itƒPminf kL1kPmedf kL2kPmaxf kL2

. �312
111p0m�m=2�medfki g=5 . 2�.3�1000p0/m=10�31 :

Again, we used the fact that medfkig � �.1C 100p0/m.

To estimate T2.�/, we put the input @tbf ˙ki and the input with the smallest fre-
quency in L2 and the other input in L1. More precisely, from (4.47) and the L2-
L2-L1-type trilinear estimate (2.8) in Lemma 2.3, the following estimate holds:

jT2.�/j .
X

fl;m;ngDf1;2;3g

2mC5maxfki g=2C11p0mk@t yf .t; �/ kl .�/kL2

� kPmaxfkm;kngf kL2ke
�itƒPminfkm;kngf kL1

. �512
�.3�1000p0/m=10:

To sum up, our desired estimate (4.45) holds. �

It remains to prove (4.21) for the case when .�1; �2; �3/ 2 f.C;C;C/; .C;�;�/;
.�;�;�/g and k1, k2, and k3 satisfy (4.36). An important observation is that we
have the following weak ellipticity estimate for phases ˆ�;�;�; ˆC;�;�; ˆC;C;C:

(4.49)
X

.�1;�2;�3/2S;
.�1;�2;�3/¤.C;C;�/

jˆ�1;�2;�3.�1; �2; �3/ k1.�1/ k2.�2/ k3.�3/j & 2medfki g=2:

Hence, after doing integration by parts in time, the loss of 2�medfki g=2 can be cov-
ered by the size of the symbol; see (4.36) in Lemma 4.5. Similar to the argument
we used in the proof of Lemma 4.13, with minor modifications one can show that
the desired estimate (4.21) holds without any problems.
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PROOFS OF (3.70), (4.46), AND (4.49). Without loss of generality, we assume
that j�j � j� � �j � j�� � j � j� j. As a result, we have j�j � 2j� � �j and �� > 0,
which further gives us j�j � 2j�j=3 or � D 2�. Recall that ƒ.�/ WD j�j1=2. Note
that the following estimate holds:

(4.50) jƒ.�/ �ƒ.� � �/j D

ˇ̌̌̌
j�j � j� � �j

j�j1=2 C j� � �j1=2

ˇ̌̌̌
�
2

3
j�j1=2:

When .�1; �2; �3/ 2 f.C;C;C/; .C;�;�/; .�;�;�/g, from (4.50) the following
estimate holds:

(4.51)

ˇ̌
ˆ�1;�2;�3.�; �; �/ k1.� � �/ k2.� � �/ k3.�/

ˇ̌
� jƒ.� � �/j C jƒ.�/j � jƒ.�/ �ƒ.� � �/j

& maxfj� � � j1=2; j� j1=2g:

Therefore, our desired estimate (4.49) holds. To prove (4.46), we have another
assumption, which is j� j � 2�10j��� j:As a result, we haveƒ.j��� j/�ƒ.j� j/ �
.1�2�5/j��� j1=2 � .1�2�5/2j�j1=2. Hence, from (4.50), the following estimate
holds:

(4.52)

jˆC;C;�.�; �; �/ k1.� � �/ k2.� � �/ k3.�/j

� jƒ.� � �/j � jƒ.�/j � jƒ.�/ �ƒ.� � �/j

& j� � � j1=2 � maxfj� � � j1=2; j� j1=2g:

We now finish the proof of (4.46); we prove (3.70). As j� � �j � minfj�j; j� �
� j; j� jg, without loss of generality we assume that j� � �j � j� j � j� � � j � j�j.
The desired estimate (3.70) holds straightforwardly when ��0 D � or ��0 D �.
It remains to consider the case when ��0 D C and ��0 D C. If �� D C, then
the desired estimate (3.70) holds from (4.51). If �� D �, then the desired estimate
(3.70) holds from (4.52), hence finishing the proof. �

4.3 Z -Norm Estimate of the Remainder Term
LEMMA 4.14. Under the bootstrap assumptions (2.29) and (4.17), the following
estimate holds for k 2 Œ�21p0m; 20p0m�,

(4.53) sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

Z t2

t1

eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/ k.�/dt


Z

. 2�.1Cp0/m�31 :
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PROOF. From (4.20) in Lemma 4.8, (A.7) in Lemma A.1, and (A.10) in Lemma
A.2, we have the following estimate:

(4.54)

sup
t1;t22Œ2m�1;2mC1�

Z t2

t1

eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/ k.�/dt


L1
�

. sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

2�k=2
Z t2

t1

eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/ k.�/dt

1=2
L2

�

�Z t2

t1

t@t
�
eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/

�
 k.�/dt


L2

C 2m
�
kSPkŒR.t/�kL2 C kPkR.t/kL2

��1=2
. 2�m=2C220p0m�20

C 2�m=4C20p0m
Z t2

t1

t@t
�
eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/

�
 k.�/dt

1=2
L2
:

Note that, in the above estimate, we used the fact that

sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

k.t@t � 2� � @�/e
iL.t;�/

kL1
�

. 2p0m�21 ;

which follows from the definition of L.t; �/ in (4.15).
After integration by parts in time, from (A.7) in Lemma A.1, it is easy to see

that the following estimate holds:

(4.55)

Z t2

t1

t@t
�
eiL.t;�/Citƒ.�/ yR.t; �/

�
 k.�/dt


L2

. sup
t2Œ2m�1;2mC1�

2mkPk.R/.t/kL2

. 2�m=2C200p0m�20 :

Combining (4.54) and (4.55), it is easy to see that our desired estimate (4.53) holds,
hence finishing the proof. �

Appendix A Remainder Estimates
A.1 Explicit Formulas of Remainder Terms

In this subsection, we give all detailed formulas for all good remainder terms
that are postponed in Section 3 and Section 4.

The detailed formulas of R1 and R2 in the system (2.17) are given as follows:

(A.1)
R1 D jrj1=2T˛U 2 � T˛jrj1=2U 2 � TpaTV @xh

C TV @xTpahC T
p
aF.h/ ;
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(A.2)

R2 D jrj1=2.Tah/ � Tpajrj
1=2Tpah � jrj

1=2TV @x! C TV @xjrj
1=2!

� TV @xhB C TV T@xhB � TV T@xBhC TV @xBh

�
1

2
RB.V; V / �RB.V; @xh/ �

1

2
RB.B;B/;

where the bilinear operator RB. � ; � / is defined in (2.3), the Taylor coefficient a
is defined in (2.11), ˛ D

p
a � 1, and ! is the good unknown variable, which is

defined in (2.12).
The detailed formulas of �R1 and �R2 inside the system (3.21) are given as fol-

lows:�R1 D �Q1. zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2/; U 2/C �Q1.U 1; zB.U 1; U 2//
C 2 zA1.R1; U 1/C 2 zA2.R2; U 2/ �ƒ2ŒR1�.U 1; zB.U 1; U 2//

�ƒ2ŒR1�. zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2/; U 2/Cƒ�3ŒR1�;�R2 D �Q2� zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2/; U 1�
C �Q2�U 1; zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2/�C �Q3.U 2; zB.U 1; U 2//
C �Q3. zB.U 1; U 2/; U 2/C zB.R1; U 2/C zB.U 1;R2/Cƒ�3ŒR2�
�ƒ2ŒR2�. zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2/; U 1/

�ƒ2ŒR2�.U 1; zA1.U 1; U 1/C zA2.U 2; U 2//

�ƒ2ŒR2�. zB.U 1; U 2/; U 2/ �ƒ2ŒR2�.U 2; zB.U 1; U 2//:

The detailed formulas of �R1 and �R2 in (3.49) and (3.50) are given as follows:

(A.3)

�R1 D �C1;��RS1 ; U2�C �C2;��RS2 ; U 1�C �C1;��SU 1; ƒ�2�@tU 2��
C �C2;��SU 2; ƒ�2�@tU 1��Cƒ�3�RS1 � � �QS1 �W1;� � SU 1; SU 2�
� �QS1 �SU 1; W2;� � SU 2�;

(A.4)

�R2 D �C3;��RS1 ; U1�C �C4;��RS2 ; U 2�C �C3;��SU 1; ƒ�2�@tU 1��
C �C4;��SU 2; ƒ�2�@tU 2��Cƒ�3�RS2 � � �QS3 �W1;� � SU 1; SU 2�
� �QS3 �SU 1; W2;� � SU 2�;

where the detailed formulas of RS1 and RS2 are given in (3.31) and (3.32).
At last, we give the detailed formula for the remainder termR.t/ in (4.5). Recall

(2.18) and the fact that R.t/ is quartic and higher. The following identity holds:

(A.5)

R.t/ D ƒ�4ŒC1 CR1�C iƒ�4ŒC2 CR2�C 2A1.C1 Cƒ�3ŒR1�; U 1/
C 2A2.C2 Cƒ�3ŒR2�; U 2/C iB.C1 Cƒ�3ŒR1�; U 2/
C iB.U 1; C2 Cƒ�3ŒR2�/:
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A.2 L2-Type Estimate of Remainder Terms
From the detailed formulas of remainder terms in Section A.1, we know that it

would be sufficient to estimate the L2-type norms of remainder terms if we have
the necessary ingredients, which are the following:

(i) L2- and L1-type estimates of the nontrivial part of Dirichlet-Neumann
operator B.h/ and SB.h/ ,

(ii) L2-type estimate of the remainder term of paralinearization F.h/ and
SF.h/ ,

(iii) L2- andL1-type estimates of the Taylor coefficient a, Sa, @ta, and S@ta.
Those necessary ingredients will be discussed in detail in Appendix B and Appen-
dix C.

LEMMA A.1. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29), we have the following esti-
mates for the remainder terms:

(A.6)
sup

t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /1�p0
�
kƒ�3ŒR1�kHN0;p C kƒ�3ŒR2�kHN0;p

C k�R1kHN0;p C k
�R2kHN0;p

�
. �20 ;

(A.7) sup
t2Œ2m�1;2m�

23m=2�200p0mkR.t/kL2 . �20 :

PROOF. Recall the detailed formulas of R1 and R2 in (A.1) and (A.2). From
(C.2) in Lemma C.1, the estimates in Lemma C.7, and the estimates in Lemma B.3,
the following estimate holds for i 2 f2; 3g:

(A.8)

kƒ�i ŒR1�kHN0;p C kƒ�i ŒR2�kHN0;p

. kƒ�i ŒF .h/ �kHN0 C k.B; @xh; V /kHN0�1k.V; @xh;B/k
i�1�W 1

C khkHN0;p .kƒ�i�1@t˛k �W 0 C k˛k �W 1kV k �W 0/

C kƒ�2Œ.B; V /�kHN0�1k.B; V /k �W 1 C khkHN0;pk˛k
2�W 0

.
�
khkHN0;p C k@x kHN0�1

�
k.@xh; @x /k

i�1
W 1 . .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

From (3.16), (3.20), Lemma 2.3, (A.8), and the estimates in Lemma B.3, the fol-
lowing estimate holds:

kƒ�3Œ�R1�kHN0;p C kƒ�3Œ�R2�kHN0;p

. k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;pk.U
1; U 2/k2

W 3 C k.U
1; U 2/kHN0;pk.R1;R2/k �W 1

C k.U 1; U 2/kW 1k.R1;R2/kHN0;p

.
�
k.U 1; U 2; h/kHN0;p C kjrj kHN0�1

��
k.@xh; @x /kW 2 C k.U 1; U 2/kW 3

�
. .1C t /�1C2p0�20 :

In the above estimate, we used the following rough estimate on the good error
terms:

kR1k �W 1 C kR2k �W 1 . k.@xh; @x /k2W 2 ;
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which is derived from estimating each term inside (A.1) and (A.2).
To prove (A.7), we only need to estimate the PHp-norm for each term inside

(A.7), as we do not worry about losing derivatives for the desired estimate (A.7).
Recall (A.1), (A.2), and (A.5). From (B.18) in Lemma B.4, (C.37), and (C.40) in
Lemma C.7, our desired estimate (A.7) follows straightforwardly as it is quartic
and higher. �

LEMMA A.2. Under the bootstrap assumption (2.29), the following estimates hold
for the remainder terms:

(A.9)
sup

t2Œ0;T �

.1C t /1�p0
�ƒ�3�RS1 �HN1;p

C
ƒ�3�RS2 �HN1;p

C k�R1kHN1;p C k
�R2kHN1;p

�
. �20 :

(A.10) sup
t2Œ2m�1;2m�

sup
k2Œ2�100p0m;2100p0m�

23m=2�200p0m2pkkPk.SR.t//kL2 . �20 :

PROOF. Recall (3.31) and (3.32). From the L2-L1-type bilinear estimate, we
can derive the following estimate for i 2 f2; 3g:

(A.11)

ƒ�i �RS1 �HN1;p
C
ƒ�i �RS2 �HN1;p

. kƒ�i ŒSF.�/ �kHN1;p C kS˛kH�1k.@xh; @x /k
2
W 1

C kShkHN1;p .kƒ�i�1Œ@t˛�k �W 0 C k@x˛k �W 0kV k �W 1/

C khkW 2CN1kƒ�i�1S@t˛kH�2

C

X
i1Ci2Di;
i1;i22NC

kƒ�i1 Œ.SB; SV /�kL2kƒ�i2 Œ.B; V /�k �W 2

C k@xhk �W 1k.SB; SV; S@xh/kL2k.B; V /k �W 1

C k.@xh; @x /kHN1C3k.@xh; @x /k
2
W 2 :

From (C.37), (C.38), (C.39), and (C.40) in Lemma C.7, (C.26) in Lemma C.6, and
(C.21) in Lemma C.25, we have the estimate

(A.12)
(A.11) . .kShkHN1;p C kjrjS kL2/k.@xh; @x /k

i�1
W 2

. .1C t /�.i�1/=2Cp0�20 :

Recall (A.3) and (A.4). From (3.48) in Lemma 3.4, (3.37), (3.38), and (A.12), the
following estimate holds:

k�R1kHN1;p C k
�R2kHN1;p

. .1C t /�1Cp0 C .1C t /�1=2Cp0k.U 1; U 2/kW 3

C k.SU 1; SU 2/kHN1;p

�
kƒ�2Œ.@tU

1; @tU
2/�kz2 C k.U

1; U 2/k2
W 3

�
C k.U 1; U 2/kHN0;pk.U

1; U 2/k2
W 3 . .1C t /�1Cp0�0:
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Note that losing derivatives is not an issue for the desired estimate (A.10). From
(B.18) in Lemma B.4, (C.37) and (C.40) in Lemma C.7, (C.22), and (C.21) in
Lemma C.5, our desired estimate (A.10) follows straightforwardly as it is quartic
and higher. �

Appendix B Properties of the Dirichlet-Neumann Operator
B.1 A Fixed-Point-Type Formulation of the Dirichlet-Neumann Operator

The idea of analyzing the Dirichlet-Neumann operator is based on the work
of Alazard-Delort [3]. A key observation is that there exists a fixed-point-type
structure inside the velocity potential, which provides a good way to estimate the
Dirichlet-Neumann operator in the small-data regime. From the bootstrap assump-
tion (2.29), the following estimate holds:

(B.1) sup
t2Œ0;T �

kh.t/kWN2 C khk
1=2

HN0;p
khk

1=2

WN2
. �1:

We transform the domain �.t/ WD f.x; y/ W y � h.t; x/; x 2 Rg to the nega-
tive half-space through a change of coordinates as follows: .x; y/ 7�! .x; ´/ WD

.x; y � h.t; x//, ´ 2 .�1; 0�. Define '.x; ´/ D �.x; ´ C h.t; x//. Hence
�.x; y/ D '.x; y � h.t; x//. It is easy to verify that the following identities hold:

(B.2)
@2y�.x; ´C h.t; x// D @

2
´'.x; ´/;

@2x� D @
2
x' � 2@x@´'@xh � @´'@

2
xhC @

2
´'.@xh/

2:

Recall (1.2). We know that � satisfies a Laplace equation inside �.t/. Therefore,
from (1.2) and (B.2), the following equalities hold:

(B.3) P' WD
�
.1C .@xh/

2/@2´C@
2
x �2@xh@x@´�@

2
xh@´

�
' D 0; '

ˇ̌
´D0
D  :

Recall (2.10). In the .x; ´/-coordinate system, we have

(B.4) B.h/ D @´'
ˇ̌
´D0

; G.h/ D .1C .@xh/
2/@´'

ˇ̌
´D0
� @xh@x :

From the above equalities, one can see that the only nontrivial term inside G.h/ 
is B.h/ . Therefore, to estimate the Dirichlet-Neumann operator in a X -normed
space, it is sufficient to estimate @´'.´/ in the L1´ X -normed space, where ´ 2
.�1; 0�:

LEMMA B.1. Let  be in the space PH 1=2Cp \ L1 and h.x/ 2 W  .R/ with
 > 2: then '.´; x/ satisfies the following fixed-point-type formulation:

(B.5)

'.´/ D e´jrj 

C
1

2

Z 0

�1

e.´C´
0/jrj

�
@xjrj

�1.@xh@´'/ � @xh@x' � .@xh/
2@´'

�
d´0

C
1

2

Z 0

�1

e�j´�´
0jjrj

�
�@xjrj

�1.@xh@´'/C sign.´ � ´0/.@xh@x'

� .@xh/
2@´'/

�
d´0;
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if '. � ; � / satisfies P' D 0 and 'j´D0 D  .

PROOF. One can refer to [3][lemma 1.1.5] for the detailed proof. To be concise,
we only sketch a proof here.

We rewrite (B.3) as follows:

(B.6) .@´ C jrj/.@´ � jrj/' D g.´/ D @´g1.´/C @xg2.´/;

where
g1.´/ D �.@xh/

2@´' C @xh@x'; g2.´/ D @xh@´':

By treating the nonlinearity g.´/ as given, we can solve ' explicitly from (B.6).
Note that g.´/ has a term of type @2´', which is not in terms of rx;´'. Hence, we
first decompose it as @´g1.´/C @xg2.´/, where g1.´/ and g2.´/ linearly depend
on rx;´'. As a result, after doing integration by parts in ´ once for @´g1.´/, we
can derive (B.5). �

From (B.5), we can derive the following fixed-point formulation for rx;´':

(B.7) rx;´'.´/ D e´jrjŒ@x ; jDxj �

C

Z 0

�1

K.´; ´0/M.@xh/rx;´'.´
0/d´0 C Œ0; @xh@x' � .@xh/

2@´'�;

where K.´; ´0/ and M.�0/ are the matrices of operators as follows:

(B.8)
K.´; ´0/ D

1

2
e.´C´

0/jrj

�
@x @x
jrj jrj

�
C
1

2
e�j´�´

0jjDx j

�
�@x �.sign.´ � ´0//@x

.sign.´ � ´0//jrj jrj

�
;

(B.9) M.@xh/ D

�
0 @xjDxj

�1 ı @xh

�@xh .@xh/
2

�
:

Now, it is easy to see that there exists a fixed-point-type structure for rx;´' in
(B.7). We remark that (B.7) is the starting point of the L2-type and L1-type
estimates of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator.

To carry out a fixed-point-type argument, some basic estimates of the operator
K.´; ´0/ are necessary. As a result, we have the following lemma:

LEMMA B.2. For a well-defined vector function g W .�1; 0� � R 7�! R2, any
j 2 Z, and p1, q1, p2, and q2 such that 2 � q1 � p1 � C1 and 1 � q2 � p2 �
C1, we have

(B.10)
Z 0

�1

K.´; ´0/Pj Œg.´
0/�d´0


L
p2
´ L

p1
x

.

2j.1=q1C1=q2�1=p1�1=p2/kPjgkLq2´ L
q1
x
:
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PROOF. From the explicit formula of operator K.´; ´0/ in (B.8), it is easy to
find that the kernel of K.´; ´0/ ı Pj is given by

(B.11) �Kj .´; ´0; x/ WDZ
R

1

2
eix�C.´C´

0/j�jm1.�/ j .�/C
1

2
eix��j´�´

0jj�jm2.�/ j .�/d�;

where the matrices m1.�/ and m2.�/ are

m1.�/ D

�
�i� �i�

j�j j�j

�
; m2.�/ D

�
i� isign.´ � ´0/�

sign.´ � ´0/j�j j�j

�
:

We can do integration by parts in � once and gain .jxj C j´� ´0j/�1 with the price
of 2�j . Hence, we have the pointwise estimate for the kernel:

(B.12) j�Kj .´; ´0; x/j .N 22j .1C 2j jxj C 2j j´˙ ´0j/�N :

With the above estimate on the kernel, it is not difficult to see that our desired
estimate (B.10) holds after using the Hölder inequality and Bernstein inequality.

�

LEMMA B.3. Under the assumption (B.1), the following estimates hold for  �  0:

(B.13)

krx;´'kL1´ fW  . k.@x /kW  ;

krx;´'kL1´ Hk . kjrj kHk C k@xhkHkk@x kW 0 ;

kƒ�2Œrx;´'�kL1´ fW  . k@xhkfW k.@x /kW  ;

kƒ�2Œrx;´'�kL1´ Hk . k@xhkfW 0kjrj kHk C k@x kW 0k@xhkHk ;

kƒ�3Œrx;´'�kL1´ Hk . k@xhk2fW 0
kjrj kHk

C k@xhkfW 0k@x kW 0k@xhkHk :

PROOF. From (B.7) and (B.10) in Lemma B.2, we have

(B.14)

krx;´'kL1´ Hk . kjrj kHk CCkjŒM.@xh/rx;´'�kL1´ Hk

. kjrj kHk C k@xhkfW 0krx;´'kL1´ Hk

C krx;´'k
L1´ fW 0k@xhkHk :
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Again, from (B.7) and (B.10) we have

krx;´'kL1´ fW  . ke´jrjŒ@x ; jrj �kL1´ fW 

C

Z 0

�1

K.´; ´0/M.@xh/.rx;´'.´
0//d ´0


L1´ W 

C

X
lD1;2

k.@xh/
l
rx;´'kL1´ fW 

. k@x kW  C
�
k@xhk

2=q

L2
k@xhk

1�2=q
L1 C k@xhkfW 

�
� krx;´'kL1´ fW  ;

which further gives us the following estimate from the smallness assumption (B.1):

(B.15) krx;´'kL1´ fW  . k@x kW  :

Combining estimates (B.15) and (B.14), we have

(B.16)
krx;´'kL1´ Hk . kjrj kHk C k@xhkfW 0krx;´'kL1´ Hk

C k@xhkHkk@x kW 0 ;

which further gives us the following estimate from the smallness assumption (B.1),

(B.17) krx;´'kL1´ Hk . kjrj kHk C k@xhkHkk@x kW 0 :

From (B.15) and (B.17), we can see that our desired estimate (B.13) holds. From
(B.7), one can derive a fixed-point-type formulation for ƒ�i Œrx;´'�, i 2 f2; 3g.
Hence, all other estimates can be derived similarly. We omit details here. �

By the same fixed-point-type argument, we can also derive the following lemma,
which is very helpful when the scaling vector field is applied to the Dirichlet-
Neumann operator. Note that, unlike the estimates in Lemma B.3, in Lemma B.4
only  is put into L2-type spaces.

LEMMA B.4. Under the smallness assumption (B.1), the following estimates hold
for i 2 f1; 2; 3g and k �  0 � 1:

kƒ�i Œrx;´'�kL1´ Hk . k@xhki�1W kkjrj kHk ;

kƒ�4Œrx;´ �kL1´ L2 . k@xhk3W 0kjrj kL2 :(B.18)

The following lemma is very helpful if one wants to estimate a term of the type
 2B.h/ 1 � B.h/. 1 2/. This type of term will appear when the scaling vector
field hits the Dirichlet-Neumann operator.

LEMMA B.5. Given any two well-defined smooth functions f .x/ and g.x/, if
'1.x; ´/ satisfies P'1 D 0 and '1

ˇ̌
´D0
D fg, and meanwhile '2.x; ´/ satis-

fies P'2 D 0 and '2
ˇ̌
´D0

D g.x/, then under the smallness assumption that
khkAW C1

� ı < 1, we have the following estimates for k �  ,

krx;´'1.´/ � f rx;´'2.´/kL1´ Hk . kgkfW k
kf kHkC1;1�� ;
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kƒ�3Œrx;´'1 � f rx;´'2�kL1´ Hk . khkAW kC1
kgkfW k

kf kHkC1;1�� ;(B.19)

kƒ�4Œrx;´'1 � f rx;´'2�kL1´ L2 . khk2fW 1
kgkfW 0kf kH1;1�� :(B.20)

PROOF. Recall (B.7). We have

rx;´'1.´/ D e
´jrjŒ@x.fg/; jrj.fg/�C

Z 0

�1

K.´; ´0/M.@xh/rx;´'1.´
0/d´0

C
�
0; @xh@x'1 � .@xh/

2@´'1
�
;

f rx;´'2.´/ D fe
´jrjŒ@xg; jrjg�C

Z 0

�1

fK.´; ´0/M.@xh/rx;´'2.´
0/d´0

C
�
0; @xhf @x'2 � .@xh/

2f @´'2
�
:

Note that

F
�
e´jrjŒ@x.fg/; jrj.fg/� � f .�/e

´jrjŒ@xg; jrjg�
�
.´; �/ DZ

R
e´j�ja.�/ yf .� � �/yg.�/ d� �

Z
R

yf .� � �/yg.�/e´j�ja.�/d�;

where a.�/ D Œi�; j�j�. Note that the following estimate holds for any fixed ´ � 0:

je´j�ja.�/ � e´j�ja.�/j .
ˇ̌
j�j � j�j

ˇ̌
:

Hence

(B.21) ke´jrjŒ@x.fg/; jrj.fg/� � f .�/e´jrjŒ@xg; jrjg�kL1´ Hk .
kf kHkC1;1��kgkfW k

:

We can write the difference of rx;´'1 and f rx;´'2 as follows:

rx;´'1.´/ � f rx;´'2.´/

D e´jrjŒ@x.fg/; jrj.fg/� � fe
´jrjŒ@xg; jrjg�

C
�
0; @xh.@x'1 � f @x'2/ � .@xh/

2.@´'1 � f @´'2/
�

C

Z 0

�1

K.´; ´0/M.@xh/Œrx;´'1.´
0/ � f rx;´'2.´

0/�d´0

�

Z 0

�1

fK.´; ´0/M.@xh/rx;´'2.´
0/CK.´; ´0/M.@xh/Œf rx;´'2.´

0/�d´0:

Similarly to the estimate of (B.21), we have

(B.22)

krx;´'1 � f rx;´'2kL1´ Hk

. kf kHkC1;1��kgkfW k
C k@xhkW kkrx;´'1 � f rx;´'2kL1´ Hk

C kf kHkC1;1��k@xhkfW k
krx;´'2k

L1´
fW k
:
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From the fixed-point-type formulation in (B.7) for rx;´'2, the following estimate
holds:

krx;´'2k
L1´
fW k

. kgkfW k
C kM.@xh/rx;´'2k

L1´
fW k

. kgkfW k
C k@xhkfW k

krx;´'2k
L1´
fW k
;

which gives us the following estimate from the smallness assumption on h:

(B.23) krx;´'2k
L1´
fW k

. kgkfW k
:

From (B.22) and (B.23), the following estimate holds:

(B.24) krx;´'1 � f rx;´'2kL1´ Hk . kgkfW k
kf kHkC1;1�� :

Similar to the proof of (B.18) in Lemma B.4, with minor modifications we can
show that our desired estimates (B.19) and (B.20) hold. �

Appendix C Paralinearization of the Gravity Water Waves System
LEMMA C.1. The following paralinearization for the Dirichlet-Neumann operator
holds:

(C.1) G.h/ D jrj! � TV @xhC F.h/ ; ! WD  � TB.h/ h;

where F.h/ is the good quadratic and higher-order error term that does not lose
derivatives. Moreover, under the smallness condition (B.1), the following estimate
holds for i 2 f2; 3g and k � 0:

(C.2) kƒ�i ŒF .h/ �kHk . k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W 1 :

PROOF. Recall that

G.h/ D
��
1C j@xhj

2
�
@´' � @xh@x'

�ˇ̌
´D0

:

Define W D ' � T@´'h and V D @x' � @xh@´'. By using (2.4), as a result, we
have the paralinearization of the above equation as follows:�

.1C j@xhj
2/@´' � @xh@x'

�
D T1Cj@xhj2@´' C 2T@´'T@xh@xhC T@x'RB.@xh; @xh/

� T@xh@x' � T@x'@xh

D T1Cj@xhj2@´.W C T@´'h/C 2T@´'T@xh@xh � T@xh@x.W C T@´'h/

� T@x'@xhC T@x'RB.@xh; @xh/

D jrjW C T1Cj@xhj2@´W � T@xh@xW � jrjW � TV @xhC
�R1;

D jrjW � TV @xhC T1Cj@xhj2.@´ � TA/W C Tj@xhj2TA�j�jW

� Tj@xhj2.A�j�j/W C
�R1

D jrjW � TV @xhC zF .h/ ;
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where

A D
1

1C j@xhj2
.i@xh � � C j�j/;

(C.3)
�R1 WD 2T@´'T@xh@xh � 2T@´'@xh@xh � T@xhT@´'@xhC T@´'@xh@xh

� T@xhT@x@´'hC T@x'RB.@xh; @xh/;

(C.4)
zF .h/ D

�
T1Cj@xhj2.@´ � TA/W C Tj@xhj2TA�j�jW � Tj@xhj2.A�j�j/W

�
C �R1:

From the explicit formula for �R1 in (C.3) and the composition lemma, Lemma
2.2, it is easy to see that all terms inside zF .h/ except T1Cj@xhj2.@´ � TA/W are
good error terms, which do not lose derivatives at the high frequency or the low
frequency.

After evaluation (C.4) at the boundary ´ D 0, we can see that the following
estimate holds:

kƒ�i ŒF .h/ �kHk .
ƒ�i �.@´ � TA/W ˇ̌

´D0

�
kHk C k@xhk

i�1�W 1
k!kHk�1

C k.@xh; @x ; jrj /k
i�1�W 1
k.@xh; @x /kHk�1

. k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
.i�1/

W 1 :

Note that we used (C.5) in Lemma C.2 in the above estimate. �

Now, we will show that term .@´�TA/W in (C.4) also does not lose derivatives.
More precisely, the following lemma holds:

LEMMA C.2. The following estimate holds for i 2 f2; 3g, k � 0,

(C.5)
ƒ�i �.@´ � TA/W ˇ̌

´D0

�
Hk . k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k

.i�1/

W 1 :

PROOF. Note that ƒ1Œ.@´ � TA/W � D 0, i.e., .@´ � TA/W itself is quadratic
and higher. From (C.10) in Lemma C.3, we have

(C.6) .@´ � Tza/.@´ � T zA/W D f;

where za and zA are given in (C.11).
From (C.20) in Lemma C.4 and (C.14) in Lemma C.3, the following estimate

holds:.@´ � TA/W ˇ̌
´D0


Hk . sup

´2Œ�1=4;0�

k.@´ � T zA/W.´; x/kHk C
TA0W ˇ̌

´D0


Hk

. sup
´2Œ�1;0�

k.@´ � T zA/W.´; x/kHk�1 C kf .´; � /kHk

C k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /kW 1

. k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /kW 1 :
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It remains to consider the case when i D 3. We define

(C.7) �W .´; x/ D .@´ � T zA/W.´; x/ � zh.´; x/; ´ � 0;

where the function zh.´; x/ is to be determined. Let zh.0; x/ to be given as follows:

zh.0; x/ WD ƒ2
�
.@´ � T zA/W.´; x/

ˇ̌
´D0

�
:

Hence, from the definition, we know that �W .0; � / are the cubic and higher-order
terms of .@´ � T zA/W.´; x/j´D0. Let zh.´; x/ to be the solution of the following
parabolic equation:

(C.8)

(
.@´ � Tza/zh D ƒ2Œf �;

zh.0; x/ D ƒ2
�
.@´ � T zA/W.´; x/

ˇ̌
´D0

�
:

Therefore, we can derive the parabolic equation satisfied by �W .´; x/ as follows:

(C.9) .@´ � Tza/�W D �N WD f � .@´ � Tza/zh D ƒ�3Œf �:
From (C.20) in Lemma C.4 and (C.14) in Lemma C.3, the following estimate holds:ƒ�3�.@´ � TA/W ˇ̌

´D0

�
Hk

. sup
´2Œ�1=4;0�

k.@´ � T zA/
�W .´; x/kHk C

ƒ�3�TA0W ˇ̌
´D0

�
Hk

. sup
´2Œ�1;0�

k.@´ � TA/�W .´; x/kHk�1 C kƒ�3Œf .´; � /�kHk

C k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
2
W 1

. k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
2
W 1 : �

LEMMA C.3. The following decomposition holds:

(C.10) .@´ � Tza/.@´ � T zA/W D f;

where

za D aC a0; zA D AC A0;(C.11)

a D
1

1C j@xhj2
.i@xh � � � j�j/; A D

1

1C j@xhj2
.i@xh � � C j�j/;(C.12)

a0 D
1

A � a

�
i@�a@xA �

@2xha

1C j@xhj2

�
;

A0 D
1

a � A

�
i@�a@xA �

@2xhA

1C j@xhj2

�
:

(C.13)

and f is a good error term. The precise formula of f is given in (C.19). Moreover,
under the smallness condition (B.1), the following estimate holds for i 2 f2; 3g:

(C.14) sup
´�0

kƒ�i Œf .´/�kHk . k.@xh; @x /kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
.i�1/

W 1 :
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PROOF. Recall that P' D 0. After paralinearizing this equation, we have

(C.15) P' C 2T@2´'@xh@xh � 2T@x@´'@xh � T@´'@
2
xhC f1 D 0;

where

P WD T.1Cj@xhj2/@
2
´ C @

2
x � 2T@xh@x@´ � T@2xh@´;

f1 D RB.j@xhj
2; @2´'/ � 2RB.@x@´'; @xh/ �RB.@

2
xh; @´'/

C T@2´'RB.@xh; @xh/C 2
�
T@2´'T@xh � T@2´'@xh

�
@xh:

Recall that W D ' � T@´'h; then from (C.15), we have

(C.16) PW D f2;

(C.17)

f2 D �RB.j@xhj
2; @2´'/C 2RB.@x@´'; @xh/CRB.@

2
xh; @´'/

� T@2´'RB.@xh; @xh/ � Tj@xhj2T@3´'hC T@3´'j@xhj2h

C 2T@xhT@x@2´'h � 2T@xh@x@2´'hC T@2xhT@2´'h � T@2xh@2´'h:

From the composition lemma, Lemma 2.2, we can see that f2 does not lose deriva-
tives.

Note that the following identities hold from (C.12) and (C.13),

zaC zA D
2i@xh�

1C j@xhj2
C

@2xh

1C j@xhj2
;

za ] zA WD za zAC
1

i
@�za@x zA D �

j�j2

1C j@xhj2
C a0A0 � i@�za@xA

0
� i@�a

0@xA:

Hence, from (C.16), we have

(C.18) .T.1Cj@xhj2/@
2
´ � T.zaC zA/.1Cj@xhj2/

C T
za] zA.1Cj@xhj2/

/W D f2 CR0;

where
R0 WD T.a0A0�i@� za@xA0�i@�a0@xA/.1Cj@xhj2/W:

It is easy to verify that R0 does not lose derivatives. From (C.18), we have�
T.1Cj@xhj2/.@´ � Tza/.@´ � T zA/

�
W D R1;

where
R1 D f2 CR0 C T.1Cj@xhj2/.TzaT zA � Tza] zA/C Tj@xhj2Tza] zAW

� T
za] zAj@xhj2

W � Tj@xhj2TzaC zAW C T.zaC zA/j@xhj2
W;

which further implies the following equality:

(C.19)

.@´ � Tza/.@´ � T zA/W D f;

f D T1=.1Cj@xhj2/R1

C
�
T�j@xhj4=.1Cj@xhj2/ � T�j@xhj2=.1Cj@xhj2/Tj@xhj2

�
� .@´ � Tza/.@´ � T zA/W:
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Again, from the composition lemma, Lemma 2.2, and above explicit formulas, we
can see that R1 and f do not lose derivatives. After checking terms in (C.19) very
carefully, the desired estimate (C.14) follows easily. �

LEMMA C.4. Let a 2 �12 .R
2/ and satisfy the assumption ReŒa.x; �/� � cj�j for

some positive constant c. If u solves the equation

.@w C Ta/u.w; � / D g.w; � /;

then the following estimate holds for any fixed, sufficiently small constant � and
arbitrarily small constant � > 0:

(C.20)

sup
w2Œ�;0�

ku.w/kHk . M 1
2 .a/

1C j� j

j� j

h
sup

´2Œ4�;0�

ku.w/kHk�2.1��/

C sup
´2Œ4�;0�

kg.´/kH��.1��/

i
:

PROOF. A detailed proof can be found in [3]; the above result is the combination
of [3, lemma 2.1.9] and the proof part of [3, lemma 2.1.10]. �

C.1 Estimate of the Scaling Vector Field Part
LEMMA C.5. Under the smallness assumption (2.29), the following estimates hold
for i 2 f1; 2; 3g and any 0 < � � 1:

kƒ�i ŒSB.h/ �kHk . k.@xh; @x /ki�1W k(C.21)

� Œk.Sh; h/kHkC1;1�� C k.jrj.S /; jrj /kHk �;

kƒ�4ŒSB.h/ �kL2 . .k.Sh; h/kH1;1�� C kjrj.S ; /kL2/(C.22)

� k.@xh; @x /k
3
W 2 :

PROOF. From [3, lemma 2.3.3], the following identity holds:

(C.23)

SB.h/ D B.h/.S � .B.h/ /Sh/

C
1

1C .@xh/2

�
�2.V .h/ /@xh � 2G.h/ C 2G.h/.hB.h/ /

� 2�G.h/.B.h/ /C Œ@xh@x.B.h/ / � @x.V .h/ /�Sh
�
:

We remark that the above identity is derived from comparing the S@´'j´D0 with
the @´'1

ˇ̌
´D0

, where '1.0/ D S . After studying the two Laplace equations in
the .x; ´/-coordinate formulation, one can derive (C.23) without any problem.

From the facts that P' D 0 and B.h/ D @´'j´D0, after evaluating P'.´/ at
the boundary ´ D 0, we can derive the identity

(C.24) � @xŒV .h/ � D G.h/.B.h/ /:
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After combining the identities (C.23), (C.24), and (2.10), we have the identity

(C.25)

SŒB.h/ � D B.h/.S / �
2@xhV.h/ C 2G.h/ 

1C .@xh/2
�
2@xh@xhB.h/ 

1C .@xh/2

C 2ŒB.h/.hB.h/ / � hB.h/.B.h/ /�

C ŒShB.h/.B.h/ / � B.h/.ShB.h/ /�:

Since terms inside (C.25) that do not depend on the scaling vector field S can be
estimated very easily by using estimates in Lemma B.3, we omit the details for
those terms. From Lemma B.5, the following estimate holds for i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

kƒ�i ŒB.h/.hB.h/ / � hB.h/.B.h/ /�kHk

C kƒ�i ŒShB.h/.B.h/ / � B.h/.ShB.h/ /�kHk

. k.Sh; h/kHkC1;1��kƒ�i�1ŒB.h/ �k �W k

. k.Sh; h/kHkC1;1��k.@xh; @x ; jrj /k
.i�1/�W k

:

From Lemma B.4, the following estimate holds:

kƒ�i ŒB.h/S �kHk . k@xhki�1W kkjrj.S /kHk :

To sum up, we can see that our desired estimate (C.21) holds. With the addi-
tional estimate (B.18) in Lemma B.4, we can redo the above argument to derive
the desired estimate (C.22). We omit the details here. �

LEMMA C.6. Under the smallness assumption (B.1), the following estimate holds
for 1 � k �  0, p 2 .0; 1/, and i 2 f2; 3g:

(C.26)

kƒ�i ŒSF.h/ �kHk;p

. .kShkHk;p C khkHkC1;1�p C kjrj kHk C kjrjS kHk�1/

� k.@xh; jrj /k
.i�1/

W kC1 :

PROOF. Recall (C.1), we have F.h/ D G.h/ � jrj. � TBh/ C @xTV h.
Hence, from (C.25) in Proposition C.5, we can derive the equality

(C.27)
S.F.h/ / D F.h/.S /C .�@x.Sh/V C @xTV Sh/

� .G.h/.ShB/ � Sh.G.h/B/ � jrjTBSh/C G;
where the good error term G is

G D G1 C G2 C G3;
where
G1 D 2.G.h/.hB/ � hG.h/.B//;
G2 D 2@xhV � 2ƒ�2ŒG.h/ � � jrjTB.�/.S /h � @xTV.�/.S /h

C jrjTSBhC @xTSV h;

G3 D SŒjrj.TBh/C @x.TV h/� � jrjTSBh � jrjTBSh � @xTSV h � @xTV Sh:
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One can also refer to [3] for more detailed computations to see the validity of
(C.27).

From Lemma B.5, the following estimate holds:
kƒ�i ŒG1�kHk . khkHkC1;1��kƒ�i�1ŒB.h/ �k �W k

. khkHkC1;1��k.@xh; @x /kW k :

From (C.21) in Lemma C.5, the following estimate holds:

kƒ�i ŒG2�kHk .
�
kƒ�i�1Œ.B.h/.S /; V .h/.S //�kL2

C kƒ�i�1Œ.SB.h/ ; SV.h/ /�kL2
�
k.@xh; @x /kW k

C k.@xh; @x kHkk.@xh; @x /k
i�1�W 0

.
�
kShkH1;1�� C k.@xh; jrj /kHk C kjrjS kL2

�
� k.@xh; @x /k

i�1
W k :

Note that the commutator term G3 does not depend on the scaling vector field.
It is easy to derive the following estimate:
kƒ�i ŒG3�kHk . kƒ�i�1Œ.B.h/ ; V .h/ /�kHkk.@xh; @x /kW 0

C k.@xh; @x /kHkkƒ�i�1Œ.B.h/ ; V .h/ /�kfW 0

. k.@xh; @x /kHkk.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W 0 :

To sum up, we have

(C.28)

kƒ�i ŒG�kHk

.
�
kShkH1;1�� C kjrjS kL2 C khkHkC1;1�� C kjrj kHk

�
� k.@xh; @x /k

i�1
W k :

To see the structure inside .G.h/.ShB/�Sh.G.h/B/�jrjTBSh/, we decompose
it as follows:

(C.29) G.h/.ShB/ � Sh.G.h/B/ � jrjTBSh D
X
k2Z

J1;k C J2;k;

where

(C.30)

J1;k WD G.h/.PkBP�k�1.Sh// � P�k�1.Sh/G.h/.PkB/
D �@xhPkB@x.P�k�1.Sh//C .1C .@xh/

2/

� ŒB.h/.PkBP�k�1.Sh// � P�k�1.Sh/B.h/.PkB/�;

(C.31)
J2;k WD G.h/.Pk.Sh/P�kB/ � Pk.Sh/G.h/.P�kB/ � jrjTBSh

WD J 1
2;k C J 2

2;k;

(C.32)
J 1
2;k WD F.h/.Pk.Sh/P�kB/C jrj.Pk.Sh/P�k�1B � TBPkSh/

D F.h/.Pk.Sh/P�kB/C jrj.Pk.Sh/Pk�10���k�1B/:
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(C.33)
J 2
2;k WD �

�
jrjTB.h/.Pk.Sh/P�kB/h

C @xTV.h/.Pk.Sh/P�kB/hC Pk.Sh/G.h/.P�k�1B/
�
:

Note that we again used the fact that F.h/ D G.h/ � jrj. � TBh/C @xTV h
in the decomposition (C.31).

From Lemma B.5, the following estimate holds for some � < .1 � p/=100:

(C.34)

X
j2Z

ƒ�i ŒJ1;j �

Hk

.
X
j2Z

kP�j�1.Sh/kHkC1;1��=2kƒ�i�1ŒPj ŒB.h/ ��k �W k

C kShkHk;1��k.@xh; @x /k
.i�1/

W kC1

. kShkHk;1��kƒ�i�1ŒB.h/ �k �W kC1

C kShkHk;1��k.@xh; @x /k
.i�1/

W kC1

. kShkHk;1��k.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W kC1 :

From (C.2) in Lemma C.1, the following estimate holds:

(C.35)

X
j2Z

ƒ�i ŒJ 1
2;j �


Hk

.
X
j2Z

k@x.Pj .Sh/P�jB/kHk�1k.@xh; @x /k
.i�2/

W 1

. kShkHk;1��k.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W 1 :

(C.36)

X
j2Z

ƒ�i ŒJ 2
2;j �kHk;p

. kShkHk;pkƒ�i�1ŒB.h/ �
 �W 0

C

X
j2Z

k@xhkW kkƒ�i�1

�
��
B.h/.Pj .Sh/P�jB//; V .h/.Pj .Sh/P�jB//

��
kL2

. kShkHk;pk.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W k :

To sum up, from (C.27), (C.28), (C.34), (C.35), and (C.36), our desired esitmate
(C.26) holds. �
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C.2 Estimate of the Taylor Coefficient
LEMMA C.7. Under the smallness assumption (B.1), the following estimates hold
for k,  � 0,  �  0 � 2, and i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

(C.37)
kƒ�i Œ˛�kfW  . k.@xh; @x /kiW C1 ;

kƒ�i Œ˛�kHk . k.@xh; @x /ki�1W 1 k.@xh; jrj /kHkC1 ;

(C.38)
kƒ�i ŒS˛�kHk . k.@xh; @x /ki�1W kC1

� Œk.Sh; h/kHkC2;1�� C k.jrj.S /; jrj /kHkC1 �;

(C.39) kƒ�i Œ@t˛�kfW  . k.@xh; @x /kiW C2 ;

(C.40)

kƒ�i Œ@t˛�kHk . k.@xh; @x /k.i�1/W 2 k.@xh; jrj /kHkC2 ;

kƒ�i ŒS@t˛�kHk . k.@xh; @x /ki�1W kC2

�
k.Sh; h/kHkC3;1��

C k.jrj.S /; jrj /kHkC2

�
:

PROOF. Recall that ˛ D
p
a � 1. It is sufficient to estimate the Taylor coeffi-

cient a. We cite the following identity from [3, lemma A.4.2]:

(C.41) a D
1

2.1C .@xh/2/

�
2C 2V @xB � 2B@xV �G.h/ŒV

2
C B2 C 2h�

�
:

Recall that a D 1C@tBCV @xB and ˛ D
p
a�1. Therefore, we have the identity

(C.42)
@tB D

1

2.1C .@xh/2/
Œ2C 2V @xB � 2B@xV �G.h/.V

2
C B2 C 2h/�

� 1 � V @xB:

As we already have the L2-type and the L1-type estimates for B.h/ , we can
easily derive the L2-type and the L1-type estimates for @tB from (C.42). As a
result, from estimates in Lemma B.3 , the following estimate holds for i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

kƒ�i Œ@tB�kHk . k.@xh; @x /kHkC1k.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W 1 ; kƒ�i Œ@tB�k �W 

. k.@xh; @x /kiW C1 :

From (C.21) in Lemma C.5, the following estimate holds

kƒ�i ŒS@tB�kHk .

k.@xh; @x /k
i�1
W kC1 Œk.Sh; h/kHkC2;1�� C k.jrj.S /; jrj /kHkC1 �:

After taking another derivative with respect to time t on both sides of (C.42), we
have an identity for @2tB . As a result, from the L2-type and L1-type estimates of
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@tB and B , the following estimates hold for i 2 f1; 2; 3g:

kƒ�i Œ@
2
tB�kHk . k.@xh; @x /kHkC2k.@xh; @x /k

i�1
W 2 ;

kƒ�i Œ@
2
tB�k �W  . k.@xh; @x /kiW C2 ;

kƒ�i ŒS@
2
tB�kHk . k.@xh; @x /ki�1W kC2

� Œk.Sh; h/kHkC3;1�� C k.jrj.S /; jrj /kHkC2 �:

Hence, our desired estimates follow from (C.21) in Lemma C.5 and estimates in
Lemma B.3. �
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